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Oldest Established Pacer in Curry County
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Various
County Afont. Eleven Meetings
Held to Discuss Problems.

a week's illness.
Her mother and two sisters were
here at the time of her death, and
the remains were shipped home Sunday morning.
Although this was the first year
that Miss. Roach had taught in the
Clovis schools, she made an enviable
record as a teacher, and had made
a large number of friends who mourn;
her untimely death.
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SIXTEEN PACES
DARKTOWN HAS SHOOTING
SCENE ON TUESDAY NIGHT

K!9H SCHOOL SENIORS

Misa Frances Roach, of Goodnight,

GOONTY Texas, teacher of the seventh division
of the departmental schools, died at
o'clock Saturday evening after
Communities Wild 8:30

Paper of U. S. Land Office
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CLOVIS TEACHER DIES
AFTER SHORT ILLNESS

COUNTY ACENT LEADER
VISITS

THE CLOVIS NEWS,
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Gov. Mechem Declares Packers Can Caal of Characters Selected for "Mrs.
Only be Reflated by a Counter-CombinatiTemple's Telegram," which will
of Producer.
Be Given Next Month.

"Turkey Trot," tallest citizen of
darktown, is recovering from two gun
shot wounds and "Happy Jack"
Wrenn, shine artist, is under a $500
bond as the result of a, shooting in tho
colored district Tuesday night.
Happy Jack is alleged to have shot
the big black boy following domestic
disturbances. Two shots took effect,
one in the wrist and another in the
side, without serious injuries.

T
COMMENCES THIS WEEK
Company is Now Setting Up Bitu-lithPlant. First Work on
East Munroa Ave.

ie

Work started this week on the setA counter combination of the proThe Senior class of the Clovis High
ting up of the bitulithic plant of the
ducers against the packers was sug- School is busy with rehearsals on its
New Mexico Construction Company,
gested by Governor M. C. Mechem as claas play, which will be given late
thn nnlv means of crettintr their fair in April. The play, "Mrs. Templt';
and the other machinery will be set
up as soon as it arrives, according to
hal.e of the proceedg 0f the cattle Telegram,"
a farce, and promises
a(idress delivered at to be a scream from beginning to WINTER PLAYS JOKE
announcements Wednesday. A car
in(iustrVi in
ON EASTER FASHIONS load of sand and gravel is now being
Alhunueinue this week to the delc- - the end.
loaded at Tolar, and work on the
gates of the New Mexico Cattle and
Mrs. Temple, in the play, is jealous
Easter bonnets and the latest crea
curbing and guttering will be startHorse Grower's' Association at their of her husband's acts, and 1b inclined
tions in Spring's fashions stayed at
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR HOLD
seventh annual convention.
to doubt his usual explunu'tions. After home Sunday while the weather man ed ns soon as this arrives.
SPECIAL EASTER SERVICES
"A great deal of blame for the Cat a night away from home, he tells her sent a sample of real winter weather - The bitulithic plant is being installed just cast of the Gurley waretle growers' present situation is pine the truth about the cause of his ab- to gru't Curry County.
Rev. W, W. Brandcr preached the
on the Santa Fe tracks, and the
house
ed upon the packer," Governor Me sence, and when sne retues to believe
A cold wind with a slight snow fall
sermon of the day at the special Eastmixers will be put in action
concrete
chem stated. "But I have never been him, he invents an excuse that almost
held throughout the day. and Sunday
er services of the Knights Templar at
week.
this
in favor of law hedging in that end "gets by."
14
to
dropped
afternight the thermometer
the Lyceum Theatre Sunday
J. B. Waldington, state superin
of the industry. The packers are a
Then a lively tangle ensues, which degrees,
Music was furnished by John
noon.
of the company, F. W. Moon- and
tendent
business
of
the
tho
evolution
laughing
natural
all
keeps the audience
son's orchestra and Mr. Emmett Tag- ey, local foreman, and Frank Was- only way stockmen gin secure time.
the
'
ader sang a solo.
lington, assistant foreman, are on
their own is through a counter orCharacters.
The Knights Templar of Clovis
job overseeing the work.
my
to
notion,
the
which
will,
ganization,
Marion Elliott
Jack Temple
Comandery No. 14, met at the Ma
The first work wMl he started on
and
problem
to
the
Hohdy
the
prove
solution
Clarence
Frank
Fuller
sonic hall, and marched in uniform to
East Munroe Ave. A crew of surget the grower what is justly coming Captain Sharpc
Wendell Foreman
the thentre.
veyors started work Thursday mornRuby Suman
to him out of the retail price of his Mrs. Temple
ing on Main Street, and it is probable
Moye Myers
Mrs, Fuller
product."
COUNTY TEACHERS MET
bethis will be the street to be paved
that
Reed
expressed
the
An
Mechem
Speakers
Advocate
Governor
Aileen
Dorothy
Kiwanis Club
AT CLAUD SATURDAY
next.
lief that in spite of any legislation Mrs. Brown..
Zella Mae Pierce
other Visit With Farmers
Kent Hunt
of Curry Couqty.
More than 275 teachers and visitors curtailing the pucker, they will con- Wigson
MITCHELL UNDERGOES
Miller Crouch
were present at the regular meeting tinue in existence along present lines. Mr.' Brown
OPERATION AT ROSWELL
impedes
only
was
and
"Legislation
interesting
curtuils
carried
program
An
AssO'
County
Teachers
of the Curry
progress,"
"And
IN
lunch
Wednesday
Kiwanis
he
declared.
out
the
REDUCTION
at
SLIGHT
ciation held at Claud last Saturday. their
E. S. Mitchell of Clovis, who Was
RATES IN EFFECT NOW eon. The real booster spirit was operated on at Roswell Wednesday,
Following an interesting program, the seenn to ultimately point to governput forth in the talks that were made,
ladies of the Claud district served a ment operation which no one should
is reported to be recovering nicely.
A part of the freight rate reduc
A. W. Johnson of Johnson Bros
picnic dinner that was a treat to alj favor for very few believe in the sucMitchell is a veteran of the world war
time,
are
some
tions, promised for
cess of government ownership"
Furniture and Undertaking Co. gave
the teachers.
was injured while overseas. Ar
and
Concluding Governor Mechem said: now effective. The
the oral boost of the day, the t'rd rangements for the operntion wcra
The faculty of the Clovis Hchools
needed,
which
most
was
privilege,
time this interesting featuro ut been
made the trip in school trucks, but "The only way to successfully combat
made by the Curry County Chapter
went into effect this week, as well as carried out for several
Mr
returned early on at fount of the the packers is by
the American Red Cross.
of
of the a slight reduction betwP'.'n here and Johnson told something of his busithrough the close
:erious illness of Mins Roach.
line.
the Texas
ness ns it was thirteen yentvi apo and
producers."
'
Formerly the rate to points in what it is today. Something of the
FORENSIC AND ATHLETIC
Texas on the Santa Fe was 39 cents, real development of the county was SEVERAL CASES TRIED
MEET ON APRIL 9th.
wKh an additional three cents for brought out when he emime ated the
The Curry County Forensic and
points off the Santa Fe. The rate now furniture and household iods the
New Mexico.
in Tetas is homesteaders had in the enfiy day,
effective- to -"
athletic contests wil,l be held April
cents. While tne milling in and what the progressive firmer. of
!lh for all the school children in the
37!i
NEW SANTA FE OFFICE
county between the ages of ten and
transit privilege assists local grain today is able to buy and does buy, Past Week has Bean a Busy One at
TO BE COMPLETED SOON twenty-one- .
The afternoon will be
in competition with Texas shipper, Old timers, he said, that were hero
Court House. Dockst for Pret-en- t
up with the athbtic contests, Commissioners Wilt Meet Monday to it does not enable thorn to pay a thirteen years ago, know n'uit hard
taken
Term is Nearly Finished
The new SHO.OOO Santa Fc office
Receive Election Returns From
higher price for the grain, for the times really are, for all in tliofo days
and the evening, with oratorical, decon
under
been
has
which
building,
Thirteen Newly Made Districts
The past week has been a busy one
clamatory and musical contests. To
reduction to the principal Texas mar- wire startinir un with 'ii'. country
struction for some time, is neanng
the District Court. A number of
contestants win tne
for
school
whose
is less than one cent per bushel and few ad money.
the
kets
completion, and all Hint remains to
wi.l..1o 1.1.1 a nu'firliwt .mil
,
Diving thJ county into- thirteen under the former rate.
have been disposed of, and the
cases
Trade Excursion
, Advocated
he done is the work of interior doco
of the present term is about
docket
districts, and providing for the
a cup to the one winning in tne
on shipments west have
Reductions
in
of
favor
spoke
E.
Dennis
Fred
ration and the installation of plumb
Several cases transferelection of a load supervisor lor not yet goiic Into effect, and points another trade excursion to points in completed.
events.
ing fixtures.
each district,
is, the principle busi- - ns far east as Kansas City are able the county as the merchants took red from DeBnca County are being
occupy
Railway officials expect to
DODSON TO CONTINUE
lu.s, coming before the county com- - to ship to western markets at the last year. He said he believed busi heard this week.
th Imildiiiir some time during the
SUSPENDED SENTENCE missioners at their special meeting same rateethnt is charged on
In the case of the State of New
ness men and farmers alike would be
mrnth of April.
Mexico y- Manuel Morin,( charged
Monday.
Clovis.
from
A.B.
friendship.
by
a
closer
benefitted
the buililiiiif wii
When comp'eti-The District Court was the scene
By orders of the Bourd, each dis
forging the name of Manuel D.
Austin also spoke in favor of the ex with
house the division offices ami the of a trial this week wherein the state trict sUall select its road supervisor,
on a Santa Fc pay check for
Avilla
CLOVIS DOCTORS PLACED
cursion and advocated better markets
offices of the master mechani ! and sought to have the suspended sen- on the first Monday in April at Ihe
on December 1st, the defend$08.52,
ON
IMPORTANT
COMMITTEE
products.
for the farmers
n
general foreman of the shops.
tence of Leslie Dodson c.et aside.
guilty and was given a
plead
ant
time school elections are held, and
The president i.ppointed W. I. Luik
was. convicted of burglarizing that results of these elections shall
Dr. S. J. Wright and Dr. C. O.
W. R. Cramer year s suspended sentence.
W.
and
Johnson
A.
art,
ami wasgiv.jb(, rt,))OVto(, to tm. hoar, not Hk.r Warriner of Clovis were placed on the
Luikurt's store in
Jose A. Morin was convicted by
as a committee to have this matter in
,
.
.,
,
en IN momns suspenne.i
for the
T
rth
jury on the charge of forging the
committee to d"aft
the
charge.
with orders to report to the court
Proceedings of the meeting set Chiropractic Association of New Mex
name of Manuel D. Avilla on a San
Dairying
Boosting
every three months.
ta Fe pay check at tho Citizens Bank
forth that the supervisors must be ico, which was organized in Clovis
C. E. Bean of Kansas made an
KILLED HI FOflT WORTH
Since that time it was alleged by elected by twenty-fiv- e
per cent the Friday.
on November 15th. 1920. The check
upon
the
club
to
interesting
talk
the state that he had failed to re- residents of each district.
Sentence has not
was for $il5.13.
The object in organizing the i
milk
securing
.a
the possibilities of
port as ordered and had been in court
Beginning next Monday, the Com- sociation.was to promote the general conderser plant here. Mr. Bean is a yet been passed by the court. In this
Body with Bullet Hole Through Heart
several times in Texas. When sent missioners expect to hold a meeting good of the profession, and delegates
ase Manuel Morin was jointly indict
Was
is Found in River.
large owner of Holstein cattle and defor it is said he resisted extradition, lasting several days.
from different parts of the state were clared this to be an ideal dairying ed with his brother, but on motion of
Rcbbed and Murdered.
and has been in jail since he wns re
Attorney the ense against
A detailed report of the meeting present.
Mr. Bean says Holstoins the District
country.
turned to Clovis seven weeks ago. appears in this issue of tho News.
Morin was dismissed.
Manuel
The body of Scott Nichols, Westdeclared
and
dairy
cows
are the ideal
HUNG JURY RESULTS
After hearing the case the court or
L. W. Saunders plead guilty to the
ern Union chief telegrnph operator,
that the Kiwanis Club could do noth
should remain in jail STATE BAPTISTS HELD
that
he
dered
TRIAL
IN
BENTLEY
huving broken Into
missing
been
get
a move- charge of
U Ft. Worth, who had
behind
ing
than
better
an additional 30 days, and thereafter
CONVENTION AT CLOVIS
in February, and was
store
since Feb. 8, was found on the Trinity
dairy
cattle.
In the case of the State of New ment for more and better
continue under the suspended sen
Three-mil- e
of one year in the
sentence
a
given
Tuesday,
near
River bank
Sixty-fiv- e
delegates from every Mexico vs. Ray Bently, charged with Ho said Clovis would have no trouble penitentiary.
bridge near Ft. Worth, Texas. Mr. tence.
if
plant
in
condenser
milk
a
getting
Senator W. H.' Bledsoe of Lubbock, section of the state met in Clovis last stealing two coats from the Antlers
Nichols is a brother of W. W. Nichin the
of Pluinview and Pat-to- n Thursday and Friday for the most Hotel last November, the trial result- there were 2,500 dairy cows
Percy
Spencer
PORTALES EDITOR HERE.
ols of this city.
Bently was re- country adjacent.
& Hatch of Clovis, represented successful convent on ever held in ed in a hung jury.
From appearances it is believed the
II.
W.
appointed
The chairman
J. G. Greaves, editor of the Por-talleased under previous bond of $500.
this part of the country-- '
the defense.
corpse hnd been in the water between
News, was a Clovis visitor TuesThe defense was very ably rep- Duckworth, C. W. Harrison and Dr.
T. Henderson of Knoxville,
Dr.
J.
and
six apd seven weeks. Cuff links
LITTLE HENDRIX TERRY
presi
in this case by Douglass K. A. L. Dillon to pass on a proposition day. Mr. Greaves says Portales nov
Sanderson,
D.
resented
J.
Dr.
and
Tenn.,
a ring found on the body, as well as
to have the Chamber of Commerce has under consideration the voting of
DIED IN AMARILLO dent of Simmons College at Abilene, FitzHugh.
the clothing, identified it as that of
establish a free camping ground in bonds to erect a new high school
Texas, were principal speakers on the
Mr. Nichols.
Hondrix Terry, 4 year old son of program and informal talks were
the mountains near Las Vegas.
GOODBYE FRUIT
building there.
A Coroner's investigation showed Mr. and Mrs. II. R. Terry of Clovis.
Souvenir thermometers were given
delegates.
other
by
made
through
of freezing to the club members by the
The several nights
that Nichols had been shot
died in the Amarillo sanitarium Mon,s..4- 44
The convention passed resolutions
weather this week killed the remainthe heart. Police believe he was mur day afternoon after an illness of five
Co.
HAVE A HEART I
re
law
the
approving
being
body
hia
robbed,
ilered and
weeks. He was rushed to the hospital cently pnssed by the state, r.nd set der of the fruit crop in this section
that was spared by the othir cold McGEE WELL READY FOR
thrown from the bridge.
March 20th, following a relapse from
"Have a heart!" That's the
a time for daily prayer.
Representative Nichols Bays there an attack of measles.
weather of a few weeks ago. It Is
SHOT WHEN NITRO ARRIVES
wail that comes from the post
his
but
valthat
believed that some of the Pecos
is no doubt in his mind
Mr. and Mrs. Terry left Wednes
WILL MOVE TO CLOVIS
office every morning in the
The McGee well, southeast of Tu
ley fruit may have been saved as it
brother was murdered and robbed and day with the remains, and burial will
week
between the hours of eight 4
the body disposed of to hide the take place in their old home at Sha
H. L. Hammons of Rocky, Okla., is somewhat warmer there than here. cumcari, will be shot with 400 quarts
and nine, Heretofore, the bulk
arrives
of nitro as soon as the stuff
crime. Some suspects have been ar ron, Tcnn. They will not return to has been in Clovis this week. Mr.
of the mail coming to Clovis ar- and the shooters get ready to pull the
rested in connection with his brother's Clovis at the present time.
Hammons, while here, purchased the DEFENDANT IS BOUND
rived on the midnight train, and 4
4
OVER TO GRAND JURY stunt.
The well was drilled to apmurder but so far it is not known
Jim Dennis residence and plans to
was distributed; at the office
shot
ARM BROKEN.
proximately 4.000 feet, and the'
definitely whether proof sufficient to
move to Clovis within a few months.
the windows were open-before
to
bound
over
was
Flores
Leopoleo
will be plpeed at about 2,200 feet
convict can be obtained.
He ia well pleased with conditions
c'd.
But since the night train is
Willburn Tharp, son of Mr. an'd here and figures Clovis has a great await the action of the grand jury where a strong flow of gas was
no more, the mail arrives at 7:20
Wednesday and was released under a
Mrs. W. C. Tharp, received a broken
EXPECTS MANY LOANS.
future.
a. m. and 8 :30 a. m., and must
4
Judge
hearing
before
$500 bond at a
arm Tuesday evening when he fell
4 be distributed during the biggest
comfollowing
the
HERE
Tuesday,
Noble,
CONTRACTOR
from a loft at his father's wagon
James M. Miller of Hollene waa
SWEETWATER.
MOVED TO
rush of the day.
to
plaint of Montoya who , claims
Mr. Miller yard at the corner of Mitchell and
Clovis visitor Saturday.
4
was
City
"It would be much better for
of
Kansas
W.
Lehrnck
F.
The Pierce Dry Goods Company have lost $300 last Saturday.
The boy had a bundle of
Is secretary of the Bellview National Otero.
week on business, Mr. 4 all concerned if people wouldn't
this
Clovis
in
he
came
Vhite
ft
testified
that
shipped
by
plaintiff
been
he
when
fell
had
The
says
he
and
in
hat
and
stock
arms
feed
his
Association
Loan
Farm
who 4 come for their mail until nine
expects quite a few application for presence of mind enough to throw the White to Sweetwater, Tex. The build- home in the evening and found Flores Lehrack was the contractor
elevators of Lane & Sons 4 o'clock," said one of the clerks
the
erected
of
by
Judge
Fishback
AmeriFt
neighboroccupied
in
room.
ground.
will
the
be
his
him
ing
the
and
between
of
his
bundle
farmers
the
by
loans
Western Elevators 4 yesterday.
hood now since the Federal Farm This possibly kept him from gettirg a can Storei Co. with a 5c to $5.00 Sumner argued the case for the de- Grain Co., and
Clovis.
Co.,
of
fendant.
store.
more serious Injury.
Loan Association ia working again,

State County Agent Leader H. S.
Moles, who it making a tour of Eastern New Mexico, spent the past week
ii Curry County in the interest of
the county agent and farm bureau
work, and during that time meetings
were held in eleven communities.
The County Agent planned a tour
of the county, holding three meetings
a day and including tno following
Moye, Locust Grove,
communities:
Pleasant Hill, Claud, Hollone,
Grady, Field, Melrose and
It was the purpose at
Ranchvale.
these meetings to get a few farmers
in a
in each community together
meeting for discussing agricultural
conditions and agricultural problems
in the respective communities. Practically every meeting was well attended, and much interest was shown
in the diHCUssions of agricultural
problems. A total of more than five
hundred people attended the meetings and enjoyed the addresses of Mr.
Moles, and the general discussions
with Mr. Moles and the County Agent.
Mr. Moles, who works in all the
counties In the state.'was much interested in the agricultural showing
of Curry County, and both the workers were pleased to note the good
condition of the grain crops. The
dunmge of the green bug hus proved
to be only in a few localities, und
this damage is reported to be
With good spring weather
g'Tiit damage is not anticipated.
Mr MjIcs met with the executive
. committee of the Curry County Farm
Bureau on Friday afternoon and told
of the work of other furm bureaus in
Bell-vie-
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THE CL0V15 NEWS,

Official Paper of Curry County
EDWARD L. MANSON
Editor nd Publisher

Entered at the postoff ice at Clovis,
New Mexico, aa second elan matter
under the act of March 3, 1879.
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
One Year
..H2.00
Six Months
tl.00
Foreign

Atv.rtiinr Representative

JTHE AMKqiCAN PKr.SS ASSOCIATION

"KILLING A TOWN."
A town that never has anything to
do in a public way is on the way to
the cemetery. Any citizen who will
do nothing for his town is helping to
dig the grave. A man that "cusses"
the town furnishes the coffin. The
man who is so selfish as to have no
time from his business to give affairs
is making the shroud. The man who
will not advertise is driving the
hearse. The man who is always pulling back from any public enterprise
throws boquets on the grave. The
man who is so stingy us to be howling
hard times, preaches the funernl and
sings the doxology.
And thus the
town lies buried from all sorrow and
care. Dawns (Kims.) News.'
All eyes in this section are turned

toward the Amarillo oil field. The
find there recently, while nothing re--

1

markahle, proves that there is oil in
the plnins section and will cause fur- iher prospecting. Should the Anin-'i- s
rillo field develop ii to paying field
it will benefit the entire plains coun-- !
r

try.

time upon power. He thought himself invincible with bulwarked towBut
ers and strong embattlements.
there arose a mightier than he, who
assailed the castle from all sides, and
it too fell.
For the third time the man builded,
and the foundation was fame. His
sayings and deeds were heralded
throughout the lurid, and he raised the
structure to the plaudits of the multitude. But the people wer6 fickle
and before a year had passed they
had followed ufter another, and the
third castle began to crumble.
Attain the man would have builded
a castle, but the times were hard, and
there were many poor and desolute in
the land who needed assistance. So
the man put aside his ambitions to
raise a monument with his nume upon
it, and gave ol his abundance, and
helped to make life less hard and
wearisome for many people, in consequence of which he could not build
this time, a castle, but had to be content to erect a modest house upon
the hillside. Tiiero he lived through
all the storms of life, and the house
still stands, a monument to the man,
because it was built on sacrifice and

THURSDAY, XlARCH 31, J92I.

DROPPING PENCIL IS ONE
OF BOOK AGENT'S TRICKS ARTISTS
The lost time a book agent cornered you, do you remember whether he
dropped his pencil during the conversation? If he did it probably wasn't
an accident, but just an example of
applied psychology.
The worst obstacle, a book agent
has to overcome is to get the prospective customer to sign on the dotted line, and often tho mere offering
of a pencil causes' him to draw back.
One of the agent's problems, therefore, is td get a pencil in your hand
so that it will be there at the moment
of decision.
So he drops his pencil.
In nine
cases out of ten the innocent victim
will stoop and pick it up as an act of
courtesy. That is the agent's rue to
have both hands engaged so that he
cannot take the pencil back, and he
will keep right on talking until you
forget about it.
F.nally he works up to the climax,
points to the dotted line and, lo and
behold, you have a pencil in your
hand all ready to do the trick.
PUBLICATION NOTICE

love.

MI

"When you and your fellows get
HINTS TO GIRLS
(How to be a Failure in Business) together to obtain higher, pi ices for
your products, that is
(From La Sesalpha)
When others get together to obtain
Get down late mornings.
higher prices for their products, why
Powder your nose when taking dic- that is a trust and must be 'busted' "
tation.
observes the Enid Events.
Draw your salary in advance.
Have your beau telephone at leapt
every half hour.
Wash your white gloves out daily
and hang them on the radi ttor in th;
boss' private office.
Sass him back.
Make up those paragraphs of business letters you cannot read from
your shorthand.
Ask for a raise every Saturday.
Fight with the bookkeeper.
. Chew gum.
Forget never take memoranda.
Do your filing cross-eye-

TO

.

LYCEUM THEATRE
Many Soloists to Appear with 'Ladiat'
Columbia
Symphony
Orchestra
Next Fridkjr.

When the Ladies Columbia Symphony Orchestra apears at the Lyceum Friday, April 1st, they will
a most entertaining and versatile
program of popular and
music, including a number of solos
and novelty numbers.
Included in the personnel is Mile.
Dorothy Volker, gifted toe and ballet
dancer. This delightful littla dancer
has wen a host of admirers throughout the United States by her youthful spirit and grace which characterA Kansas City pastor has laid aside
izes her interpretative dances.
All
of her dances will be given with full his ministerial garb indefinitely to
orchestra accompaniment, and por- enter a factory that he may learn
about men. He believes that a closer
trayed in handsome costumes.
association with men who toil physiMiss Genevieve Gilbert, dramatic
cally will make him a better pastor.
soprano, is one of the featured ar
tists with the orchestra. Her vocal
To further her appeal to the voters,
numbers include well .known roles a woman campaigning as Democratic
from leading operas as well as songs candidate
for state auditor of Massafrom the classic and modern com- chusetts spent $25 for candy, accordposers.
ing to her expense acount.
Another feature of the orchestra
More than 200 restaurants in
which will prove a popular number
is the "Star Trio,, of violin, cello and Great-e- r
New York are owned and
harp, which has won ovations every run by Chinese.
where they have appeared.
The program will also include harp
err
solos, and s.ilo numbers by many of
the artists on different instruments,
os well as ducts, trios and qunrtettes.
A large, number of
visi
tors are expected here to attend thc.jj
'J
performance, ns the orchestra is
llig extensively advertised in neighboring towns.
pre-se-

d.

In the mutter of the estate of WilThere are many persons today like
the man in the fable. Some believe liam S. Cavcndcr, deceased, No. 259.
Notice is hereby given that Eva M.
that wealth is all there is in the world
that counts. Others there are whose Cnvende;, administratrix of tho rs- god is power, And those who chusejtnte of William S. Cnvondcr, deceas- of fame are oft-j eI, has filed her final report and
'the
times doomed to disappointment. The asked to be discharged, and tho Hon.
multitude that applauds them today A. L. Phillips, Judge if tho Probate
will, tomorrow, lapplaud others with Court of Curry County, New Mexico,
.equal acclaim. The goddess of fame (has set the 2nd day of Mry, 1021, at;
n fickle jade and will not stay won! the hour of ten o'clock a. m., at the1
Court room of the Probate Court of,
long.
nut. the man who builds upon the Cuitrry County, New Mexico, in CKn
'corner stme of love and sacrifice for!vis- - "'t,w Mexico, ns the day, time and
Ior nvnvng objections, it any
his fellow men, who thinks of theiP11"
lmppjm.M
f oh(,rs Morv n;8 mvn there he, to said report and discharge,
Therefor'', ony person or persons
Cl.,.,,jn that his name will he rememhercd and revered after he has willing ts object nve hereby notified
NOTICE
j
obji'ctioi i on or before
passed away, and many will rise up to file tlu-', C1,
Notice is hereby given thnt the un- hinl i,i(.ssl,j.Dca.bo,ne In- - th" iImv set for tli he .ring.
(SEAL)
DANIEL BOONE,
dersigned was, on the 3rd day of,
depende nt.
County Clerk January, 1921, appointed executor of
the estate of Edward Lemoine, de- II
TOURISTS ARE COMING.
After a man has spent nn hour de- - ceased, by Hon. A. L. Thillips, ProInforniation received in Amarillo scribinir the discreet, modest, nntural. bate Judge of Curry County, New
f,m numerous points in the South, intelligent kind of a girl he admires, it Mexico.
the North, from the East, indicate is something of a shock to meet him
all persons having
Therefore,
that the tourist crop will be
later with the kind he takes out mo- claims against said estutc are hereiarg this year. The people toring, and to supper.
by notified to file the same with the
have seemingly determined to "know
County Clerk of Curry County, with
America first," which is another wnv Catarrhal Deafness Cannot Be Cured in one year from dute of this notice,
of My,n)f (hnt Ampricnns nrp b,com. by local application!, a. thty cannot rvacn as provided by law, or the same will
diseased portlun of tho far. TluTo Ii
in,,.rat,l n Amnrirn. Thi t. a the
be forever burred.
only on way to cure catarrhal eVatiii-ismost hopeful sign in many ways, the and that I. by a constitutional remedy.
W. H. BOWMAN,
Catarrhal Deafness la vauied by an Inmotor tourist business being one flamed condition of the mucuua lining of
Executor.
la
When
Tube.
tube
thia
Eustachian
phase that is commercially important the
Intlnmed you have a rumbling sound or Imperfect hearing, and when It la entirely
to every city and town touched.
closed. lenfneis Ii the reiult. Unless the
can be reduced and Chli tubo
It hns been stated by Secretary tnilammatlon
to Its normnl 'condition, hearing
Many cases of
be destroyed forever.
Eslr of the Amarillo Board of City win
deafness aro caused by catarrh, which Is
condition of tho mucous surDevelopment thnt the records show an Inflamed
faces. HaU'g Catarrh Medicine acts thru
that during the past year 13,400 auto- - he hlood on tho mucous
of ths
system.
mobiles stopped in the tourist camp
We will glvs One Hundred
Dollars for
case of, Catarrhal Dmfncics that cannot
grounds in this city. It is stated by any
be cured by Hnll's catarrh Medlcino. cir76o.
the same authority that an even culars free. J. All
CO.. Toledo. 0,
F.
CHF.NtI
larger number of visitors will make
this point during the present year.
Amarillo News.
j
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Clovis merchants carry the largest
stocks of any town within a railius of
7U nines ar.d imicli could be done to
The
increase our trade teritory.
News believes the plan of a monthly'
trade day would do more to bring new
people hero to trade than any other
... ,
. ..
i
J
plan, However ;in snouui noi ue niuue
proposition
There
business
alone.
(a
should be some entertainment fen- tures connected witn eacli days no- grnm.
.1

Dairying and farming should
hand in hand in this section. Our
land hns goUen too high priced f r
the range cow to pay, hut high grade
aairy cows pasture., ui. n.mve K"
and fed plains kaffir corn and maize
will furnish a steady weekly income
and pull the farmer out of many hard
places. The dairy cow is the farmer's best friend. There ought to be
twenty times ns many milk cows in
the county as there arc now.
Advertising is more effective today
than at any other period of American
history. Tho depression in business
in some sections only intensifies the
need and office of truthful advertising. The people of the country never
needed more information on economic buying than nt the present time.
The merchant with something scrvic-abl- e
and nt a reasonable price has
never had a better opportunity to
cash in on his publicity. Advertising
is the only tonic for Inlsiness, nnd the
merchunt who refuses to use the tonic
carefully anil regularly is in the same
class with the man who refuses to
follow a doctor's directions when a
Today, as
tonic is what he needs.
always, the merchant with goods
worth while nnd with prices fair to
the public will advertise as usual.
Read the advertisements in the News.
They are a standing directory of business integrity and honest values.
Clarendon News.

j
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CIGARETTE
No

cigarette has

the same delicious

flavor as Lucky
Strike. Because

Lucky Strike Is the
toasted cigarette.

3?
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Every Inducement

!

There's every inducement fur you to cunio to
frond sandwich, a hot cup
of cocoa, a cold drink or a Itox of 11k hest candy on
the market.
For Murray has Ihem all, lordlier wilh the
cleanest place and the hest service in town.
.

Murray's when you want a

LET'S GO TO
I

excep-Kitionnl-

Murray's Confectionery

:.,

Slaughter Murray, Prop.

j

EE

The Value of Credit With a Good Bank May
Not Appeal to You Until You Need It.

Dr. R. C. A. Taylor

A college for brides is in session for
the Y. W. C. A. in Chicago. The
course consists of mustering n variety
("f menus and learning attractive
methods of serving meals. They will
,,(' 'might how to make the family
hudget, how to buy wisely and how
make all manner of nttrnctivo
clothing. The art of conversation,
and better English nre
also included in the curriculum.

VETERINARIAN
Veterinary Inspector this
District.
,
GENERAL PRACTICE
Phone

Beckley,

102

BUYING! AND

PLAINS

Good Credit has been the secret behind
many a large and small fortune.

j

$

Without Credit no business or individual
can be permanently successful.

THE BUILDERS

SELLING ASSOCIATION

There is a fable of a man who
thought to build himself a castle thnt
should stand as a monument to his
memory forever.
He builded one whose corner stone
was riches. It was inlaid with gems
and had a golden cornice, which glittered in the sun. "This cnstle will
stand forever," said the man, but the
.winds of misfortune blew upon the
four corners, and it fell.
' Then the man builded again
this

!

"Business is Good."
HAVENER

CLOVIS
40

Phone

Open an Account at this Bank NOW,
It will serve you in
Establish your Credit.

FARWELL
92

time of need.
I

-

GAS

,

...

OILS

COAL

.

.,.

.

sT

FEEDS
WORK CLOTHES

RAWLEIGH'S REMEDIES
WE 'LL GRIND YOUR FEED

liniment

is always ready ta
case rheumatism,
twinge, down
A T the very first

comes my bottle of Sloan's;
then ouick relief, without rubbing,

8 stimulating and scatters
congestion. Tho boys UBe it for
sjtitf muscles, and it helps Sully's
backaches, too." SCc, 70c, $1.40.

fur it

We'll Sell You the Best Grinder Made.

(Pain's

Farmers State Bank

We'll Sell You the Celebrated Coleman Tractor

I You are always welcome at our stores if to buy, if

t

t
X

to use our phone, if to borrow our hammer, if to ask
the time o' day, if to sit by our stove. In fact, to give J
tou :rvic is our delight.
j
.

Glovis, New Mexico

6. J.

BOYKIN,

President

A. W. SKARDA,
Cashier
3

1

THE CLOVIS NEWS,
.,
dent, Celestia Bainum;
Mae Brown ; secretary, Agnes Briscol.
"Get There" Canning Club: presTama
ident, Aurvil Rose;
Harris; secretary, Myrtle Price.
Bellview Progressive Pig Club:
president, Arbie Millor;
Rufus Rutherford; secretary, E. T.
vice-pres-

jlioys and Girls

4

TAILORED AT PASHIQTi FARK

Pleasant Hill is getting into the
race with a great deal of pep and 'i
Mibr Irene De Lozier
enthusiasm.
will lend the girls' work and Spencer
Jul roil hm churgc of the boys.
The co(Q club will begin testing
McDowell.
with the aid of their leader,,
soon
E. Petersen Maize Club: president,
Prof. MarshulL
Withcrspoon;
Winfred
Elmer Wltherspoon; secretory, Cleo
Anyone having baby chicks for
Lierd.
will please notify the Agricultur-a- l
sale
The Federation of the clubs was
Office,
as there are club members
organized with Aurvil Rase as pres
who are wanting a good strain of
ident, Elmer Witherspoon
iKnode island Keas. state price anu
ident, and Tama Harris secretary.
'date delivery can be made.
Miss Minna Wingo and Dock Miller
for the group.
are
Ethejl Singleterry
of the Frio

By Mrs. Edna Hume Durand
County Club Leader
i

There are one hundred and fifty
seven cards on file in the office now.
Let us see if we can not have all the
cards in by the thirty first.

vice-pre-

s.

vice-pre-

s.

MARCH 31, 1921.

the sow and litter class with the Ruth
Club.

vice-pre-

Club Corner

,

THURSDAY,

Bullvicw has organized for work
with five standard clubs. The following are the officers for 1921:
Sewing Club; president, Agnes
i.
Thelitis Hall; secOsborne;
District has enrolled for work in the
retory, Virginia Moore.
Hornce Chambers Is purchasing a poultry and sorghum projects. Ethel
Cooking Club: prcs-- registered Poland China ar.d entering took first in kaffir last year..
Champion
vice-pre-

s.

s

vice-pre-

Five bays and girls doing the best

Junior Project work In New York
have been selected for the $25 prizes

Jin
tt

ll

I

offered by the State Bankers Association. This money was used for the
expenses of a trip to Ithica during
Farmers' Wi'ek.
a winning hit
Don't sit down and boast of it,
'Thinking you're supremely fit;
ijust control your tongue a bit.

If you've male

f
i:

W

h

trr

v

r

.ill.

Maybe some one else will try
For the goal to qttulify;
Leave your record stranded, dry
While on couch of ease you lie.

mm

Up and1 ready far t'ne fray;
Keep
that's the way.
Don't be sati"fied to say
There's but one Achievement Day.
D. L. T. Cummings, Maine.

Coscli Service Sattion

"Kenneth Cook, 16 years old, had
one of the best half acres of market
garden on which he raised vegetables
to the value of $932.50. He worked
GOO hours and this with other cash ex- penses brought his costs up to $209.50
"Ernest Guer, 14 years old, raised
!5G2- bushels of potatoes on one
acre with a profit of $445.28.
"Mead Summers, 15 years old,
;wjh 105 White Leghorn hens showed
.a gross Income of $808.71.
"Frences Whittier, 15 years old,
made 188 garments and other articles
as well as doing much repair work,
She also learned how to make all the
plain and fancy stitches and learned
to oil and operntc the sewing machine.
"Alice Vosbcrg.10 years of age,
prepared all kinds of food baked and
canned. She prepared 59 separate
meals and served 209 persons with
the products of her skill. Extension
Service News.

We can supply parts for all makes. Ship direct
to us for expert overhaul and rebuilding. All makes

Starters, Ignition Systems.
We have a "Bosch" Magneto to fit every car,

of Magnetos, Generators,

tractor, truck, etc. Write us.
SAAAWSAVNAAAAAAAAAANASAAAAAAAAVAAANA

The T. M. Caldwell Company
(Magneto Department)

Amarillo, Tex.

Phone 100

.

This shows hnw the garden project
niilj mother
George Weed, 13 yenrs old, has this
to sny of his Connecticut garden: "My
main object in making n garden was
td learn how to farm and how to do
things at the right time. The srze
of my and my mother's garden was
half an acre. We planted flowers
all round the edges. The sail wns
prepared early in May.
"We hmight lettuce, radish, carrot,
beet, bean, swiss chard, lima benn,
onion, squash, cucumber, corn, musk-- i
melon seeds and orrion sets. We set
out tomato, egg plant, pepper, and
cabbage plants. We hoed and weeded
our garden once a week. The first
vegetables we had were lettuce and
radishes, the next were swiss chiivil
and beans and later corn and tomatoes. All our vegetables wre used
an the table and canned.

The man who waits for building material demand to slacken, for prices to recede, w ill lose much
in profits niid possibly ay even more in the end.
There is profit in building. Otherwise
people would not build. With all prices
high the profit remains. Why wait?

It is our earnest advise that you build now
that you come to us for your estimates.

In North Carolina a group of girls
put up six jars of vegetables apiece
and donated them to the school pantry for lunches. In another school
tho children picked enough cotton in

LONE STAR LUMBER CO.
Clovis, New Mexico

Telephone 23

.

STATEMENT OF THE CONDITION OF

'I -

B
HE WEARS 'A

BI-SWIN-

TAILORED AT FASHION PARK HAVE THE

COPYRIGHTED EXPANDING

AT THE CLOSE OF BUSINESS FEB. 21, 1921.

RESOURCES '
Loans and Discounts
384,096.83
1,396.84
Overdrafts
Banking nousc, Furniture and Fixtures-.- ..
8,520.00
Stocks and Bonds
21,141.00
Cash and Siiht Exchange
79,811.60

LIABILITIES
Capital Stock
Paid In

S.1!

00

(10.

R.rned

Surplus
Undivided Profits
Bills Payable
Deposits

$

50,000.00

S25.UOU.UO

10,000.00
2,235.37
25,000.00
408,330.90

$495,506.27

('

TOTAL

$495,566.27

The above is correct.'

F. B. HEROD, Asst. Cashier.

"THE FARMER'S FRIEND"

0

DIRECTORS

OFFICERS-AN-

-

t

CHAS. E. DENNIS, Picaidcnt.
G. W. SINGLETON. Vice President.
CASH RAMEY. Vice President
S. A. JONES, Cashier
J. E. LINDLEY, Director.
C. S. HART, Director.
L. C. PETREE, Ass't. Cashier.
F. B. HEROD, Ass't Cashier
.

SLEEVE

NG

READY- -

;

Mandell Clothing and Dry Goods Go.

The sows may re placed in a bucket and cov,11.. f,,,l
..mi,
U.WHUJ .... ered with a niece of ilinnn hnvlnn
plenty af tankage a week or so be A frame of
some kind should be pro-

the afternoons to supply their school j in advance of farrowing.
i

.

i

Klltni'll

Willi

i. ..I
CVlIUItL--

i

tlllll

Ul

Ci'lU

other staples.

,1,..

lim.,1
'..ll..
VUlllL-

fore the time.

HIV

Another

precaution

vided in the bottom of the receptacle
to insure thoroutrh drainiitre. Th
temperature should be kept as near to
i() degrees ns possible, but good results may be obtained by keeping the
seed in the pnntry or closet of a room
11
which there is a fire during part
in
'""
"'f gVease snuired l.gh ly over of the
day.
Ihat
the young pigs will protect mem.
Over 100 dairy cows in the vicinity
Sows dislike the taste and smell of
these and let the. pins alone. An- of Roswell were tested the past month
for tuberculosis. Out of this numother precaution that should have
is to immediutidy remove any ber only six reactors were found, so
wj.ll fn. tVwt mill u.mnl,
the thlM snmiLtt
dead pitr" for often the sows
'
nu...jr
in Chaves county.
habit by eating them.

Miss Marguret Fedde, head of the recommended is to sponge the pigs
home economics department of tne:"er as soon as they are dry, with aj
Nebraska Colleire of Agriculture has solution of equal parts or tincture
adding just
'e3 and asaf.-ditby an interesting table how 'f
the average farm woman turns a viiuign mucuagu to ine mixture w
" Rtl, 10 lm 1,1111 B0 tlmc 11
salary of $4,000 a year.

'""'"

She places the folbwing value upon
various farm t.uks ami buses lu.,
figures of the wages another would
aak ,for the work.
Planning meals, cooking and baking, $10 a week, $520.; washing and
ironing, two days a week at $2.50 a
day, $200; cleaning, scrubbing and
general care of the house two days
a week at $2.50 a day, $200; sewing,
tag Doll Simplifies Seed Tettiug.
mending, for herself, husband and
Far corn and other large seeds,
children two days a week at $3 a day,
"!s0 f"' son,e smn" eet
lhc
sick.
$312: care of the children and
ll," 8,'l'(1 tester has proved very
at $25 a week, $1,300; assisting hired
to the Agro-milman, helping with the milking, care of satisfactory, according
Agricultural
department
of
the
poultry and other things,
It is very simple, easy to
a week, $1,040; miscellaneous, $0.Collere.
'
ust'. a"'1 requires no special equip-Thper week, $312; total. $1,004.
is what it would cost a farmer nu'nt pxrPt some strips of muslin,
To make a rag doll tester, spread
with a family of two or more children
ti hire done the work his wife doe a clean piece of newspaper on the
and have it done as properly and as table to prevent the tester from becoming infected, place a piece of
well done as she does it.
butchers fibre wrapping paper 12
by Sows Can be Prevented inches wide and 60 inches long on top
12 inch "triP
th' ""'I th,'n '"V
Sows are likely to become
long on
54
inches
muslin
about
feeding
or
improper
ers because of
want of exercise lust nrior to the top of the wrapping paper. The
time of farrowing, which causes them cloth should be boib'd previous to
to become costive and feverish, ac- using and be thoroughly moistened
cording to the Animal Husbandry when ready for use.
Place (he seed so that they will not
Department of the Agricultural College.
It is easier to forestall than loti'di each other, and have corn and
to cure the habit by proper care and similar seed point in (he same direc- feeding.
The food at (his time tion as this will facilitate counting,
should be of a coarse laxative char-- j when several different varieties of
s
.seed are being tested in the same doll,
to
acter. From
of the concentrate should consist ofor when each ear of corn is being
bran. Linseed meal is an excellent testi d separately, the cloth should be
laxative but it is not easily obtained checked off, checkerboard fashion,
in most communities.
It i important and numbered in the corner of each
to keep the bowels properly regulated Square to prevent confusion. Each
so they will move freely.
It is a vuriely of seed, or six kernals from
good practice to keep a supply of salt each ear of corn or sorghum hend
and charcoal where it is accessible to should be placed in each square and
tho sows at all times. Exercise is also marked according to the number of
essential, and sows should be forced the square in which the seed is placed,
The doll, both the cloth and wrapping
to take it if necessary.
be carefully rolled,
eating
pigs
When a sow begins
it:Wr. ould then
U
Hn'1 ""
eml til'd
is difficult to stop her. When pig-- "' u'
be kept in a warm, moist place
d
eating is anticipated, different
water
ods have been recommended to pre- - nd sprinkled daily with warm
eight days,
vent It. Some breeders have been tor a period of six or
may
successful In the saving of pigs by after which the germinated seeds
out.
counted
be
feeding the sows a few pounds of
In case fevcral dolls arc made they
few days
salt pork cut in strips,
gi-- t

'.'

$20"'y
j

'

pig-eat-

one-ha-

TOTAL

BI-SWI-

CUSTOM SRRVICE WITHOUT
THE ANNOYANCE OF A T.I

g

The Citizens Bank of Clovis

G.

SWING
ALL NORFOLK SUITS

lf

Over 4,000 acres of land in
county were treated with poison
during the month of February to kill
the gophers. Squads of from six to
20 men worked almost continuously
for two weeks and it is estimated that
the work will save $10,000 in crops
during the coming year.
De-Ba-

EXCLUSIVE STREETS
FOR AUTOMOBILES
An exclusive residence street in a
California town has be,on given a
roadway that permits the use of
but over which horses are
not allowed to travel.
auto-mobil-

two-third-

j

'

metb-.'houl-

GENUINE

nn

DURHAM
tobacco makes 50.
good cigarettes for

10c

THE CL0VI3 NEWS.

If it ii the best flour it

If it

192.

is Sunlight.

Texas, Is in

Mr. Reed of TulU,
Clovis this week.

PERSONAL MENTION

THURSDAY, MARCH 31,

Increasing In Popularity

is not Sunlight, it is not the

best.

If

The best for lightbread
flour.

you want to be right, uae

Sunlight
Lester Stone was here from
Tuesday.

Mr. Coffin of Grady was in Clovis

J. E. Lindley was in Amarillo last
Thursday.
Thursday.

Quality and price
can you beat it?

Made from choice Curry County
A home pioduct for home people
wheat Sunlight flour.
Sunlight Flour.
Mrs. J. J. Hilvvrs will return this
Carl Henderson of Amarillo was
week from a trip to Nebraska.
in Clovis lust Friday.

You nervous ladies see Dr.
he will relieve you.

War-rine-

r,

ltc

Howard Rogers of Mulcshoe, Texas
'was in Clovis Saturday and Sunday.

If you have tried all the rest, try
Sunlight, it's the best
Miss Beulah May Morris spent
shopping in Clovis stores.

Sunlight Flour is increasing in popularity for the reason that
it is coming up to every expectation of the housewife. It has
been our aim to have every Curry County housewife to give this

Sunlight Flour

Rev. R. B. Freeman was in

flour a trial and we have felt sure that they would demand Sun- light not only because it is made at home but because it is the
'.
best.

the first of the week.

If you have tried all the rest, try
Sunlight, it's thu best
Buy a farm, it will make you some
ltp
real money. Reagan Land Co.

Most Everyone Else Is Using Sunlight
Try It Yourself

Erwin Rogers is in Clovis this
week from the ranch near Taiban.

We promise nothing impossible
RED SEED OATS, as long as they
last. Lane & Sons Grain Co.,
ltc Electric Filling Station, Phone 64.

tf

Phone No. 72 for Plumbing and
Electrical Repairing.

Hard times are going. Buy while
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Lamison of
Sanchvale were in Clovis Saturday. farms are cheap. Reagan Land Co. 1

We Want Your Grain
Ed Joiner and Sam Pipkin have
both recently purchased new Dodge
cars.

Jackman'S

The best bargains you've over seen
Mrs. W. G. Broome,
Milliner.
in house dresses

SUITS

A DIRS'

I

s,

r"y

NEW FROCKS
at $25.00

J.

M.

1

Love was here from Amarillo

mm

rur-m-

Kims A

."?

See window display of season's
newest frocks Taffetas, Crepes,
in a variety of new and becoming
styles. The color range includes
all the popular shades. These
are unusual values at
$25.00

Ben Smith of I'ortales was a Clovis

for

biscuits

Sunlight

New styles in the popular grey suede pumps in
Baby Louis and Full Louis heels, also the new two-ton- e
newest
grey suede with patent kid vamps-th- e

Every sack of Sunlight flour is
guaranteed.
repaired at
Hubert Miller motored to Amarillo
L'lOVlH
VCSl Ullllll.
MlOe HOHpiUli,
Tuesday.
Mr, M. M. Edwards of Grady wus
Avenue.
a Clovis visitor Friday.
Pride of the phins Sunlight
Mrs. C. C. Newton is in Canyon,
fLur.
Miss Parsons spent Sunday in
Texas, this week visiting at the home
visiting Miss Annn Burton.
of Rev. and Mrs. Ted P. Holifield.
Mrs. D. V, Dunn, of Fnrwvll was
in Clovis Thursday.
For hemstitching and picotmg see
Good Curry
For sale or trade.
Mrs. Knowles at Luikart's Dry Goods
Count; farms at real bargains. See
The biead will be pretty and white
store.
ltp if you use Sunlight.
us. Reagan Land Co.
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Newton will
R. N. Downie and family of
SELLING FAST Choice Lots. leave
the latter part of the week for
and Mr. and Mrs. Forsythe of Reagun Land Co.
UP a visit at Canyon, Texas.
Sunday.
visitors
Clovis
were
Melrose
W. A. Robinson of near St. Vrain
CHICKEN DINNER will be served
Emerson, P. & O. Canton, and was in Clovis Staurday.
by the Intermediates of the Baptist
Case Listers. See us before buying.
Sunday School at Luikart's old stand
The bread will be pretty and white
at 123 south Main Street on next
if you use Sunlight.
Saturday, April 2. Be there.
E. L. Mitchell made a business trip
Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Townc, who
to Roswell this week.
lived in Clovis for the past sevhave
movhas
H.
Sullivan
Attorney W.
eral months, left this week for their
Olin Walling spent Sunday in
ed from Melrose to Cbvis and has
old home in Wisconsin where they exvisiting his parents.
opened an office over the old Pierce
pect to make their future home.
'
Dry Goods Co.
RED SEED OATS, as long as they
We handle nothing but best Mart- - last. Lane & Sons Grain Co,,
ltc R. J. HARRIS, formerly of Galveston, has moved to Clovis and will
is
the
best
The
coal.
land lumn
Anyone deMrs. Zella McFarlin left last week start a class in violin.
cheapest. Lane A Sons Grain Com
siring his services may get In touch
for a visit to points in Kansas.
pany.
with him at" phone 232, or Croft
List your farm with us. We get Music Company. Satisfactory referMiss May Shipley, who is teaching
'
ltp ences.
school in Texico, spent Saturduy and the buyers. Reagan Land Co.
Sunday with her parents, Mr. and
Quecnsware and Glassware at
Mrs. John Shipley.

j!

i
I

Just arrived this week a shipment

of those
Comfort" low

good wearing comfortable "Constant
shoes for those who need comfort footwear. They
are here in one and two strap styles, low heels, turn
soles, with steel arch support, at only

$4.50 and $3 50

SPECIAL
POLLY PRIM APB0N3

Made of Amoskeag Ginghams in the original size
Polly Prim apron, rierac trimmed on shoulders and

pockets. Very special at only

$1.00

New Blouses
Fashioned in Georgette, Crepes and Minuettes
in all the new shades, over blouse styles, embroidery
and braid trimmings, from

When you think flour

think

2-- 1

A nine pound baby hoy was born
Saturday t Mr. and Mrs. Sidney

W. K. Hollifield of Melrose whs a
They're stunning these new house
Mr. HolliClovis visitor Saturday.
dresses of urn. Mrs. W, G. Broome,
field is now manager of the
Milliner.
store at Melrose.

i2-2-t-

For hemstitching and picoting see
Mrs. Knowles at Luikart's Dry Goods
store.
Mr. Taylor, who runs the auto line
between Clovis and I'ortales,, has recently purchased a new Dodge.
Mr. and Mrs. Verdi Croft of

Por-tal-

spent Easter Sunday here visiting at the home of Mr. Croft's par
cnts, Mr. and Mrs. D. N. Croft.
CHICKEN DINNER will be served
by the Intermediates of the Baptist
Sunday School at Luikart's old stand
at 123 south Main Street on next
Saturday, April 2. Be there. f
in
Keep your buildings insured
strong old line companies; we have
that kind; it costs no more. Clovis
Abstract and Insurance Co., successors to Baker Bros.

t

MrVTKn

done..

Co.

Joe Stallings made a business trip
to Amarillo this week.

Artists and Soloists
The Treat of the Season

Twenty-eigh-

wine-awak-

Un'

If the flour is Sunlight, the bread
will be right.

ORCHESTRA

II. W. Giers of Benton, Ark., is
e
farmFOUND Many
spending a few dnys in Clovis this
ers have found our elevator an ideal week.
place to market their grain. Get in
line with your friends. The Western
Let Cornell rcfinish your auto.
Elevator Company. "Watch us Grow." This is a good time to have it
Miss Anna Burton, whs has been
employed by the First National Bank
Mrs. J. W. Mordecai left this week
for the last few months, has accepted for
visit to Dallas and Mineral
a position with the Texas State Bank Wells, Texas.
in Farwell.
I treat all disease and disorders of
CHIClfEN DINNER Will be served women and attend confinement
by the Intermediates of the Baptist cases Dr. H. R. Gibson.
Sunday School at Luikart's old stand
at 123. south Main Street on next Mr. Elmer Norris of Miami, Aris.,
Saturday, April 2. Be thern.
is in Clovis this week visiting' at the
home of his sister, Mrs. W. H. Dough-toRalph LaLonde arrived home the
,
first of the week from Prescott, Ariz.,
BIG- CHICKEN DINER at 123 S.
where he has been in a govern.. tent
old
stand.
hospital. He and his family plan to Main Street, Luikart's
of the Baptist
The Intermediates
make this place their home now.
Sunday School will serve it. Be sure
Insure against hail in the Conti- to be there on Saturday, April 2nd.
nental, Aetna or Ningra three good
For fire insurance see Doughton
American companies. 'Curren Agen- -

Jnlin Shipley has been quite sick
but is improving.

COLUMBIA
SYMPHONY

7tfc
store.
We have 320 acres of Curry Coun
Elizabeth Board, daughter of Dr.
ty wheat land, the kind that makes and
Mrs. J. W. Board, is sick this
40 bushels to the acre. Owner must
week.
sell. Price it. Reagan Land Co. ltp
For hemstitching and picoting see
Barb Wire. Field Fence, and
Mrs. Knowles at Luikart's Dry Goods
Netting.
store.

Mack.

Constant Comfort Low Shoes

E. F. Kelley of El Paso was a
visitor this week.

LADIES

Mr. Jim Love of Amarillo was in
Mips Leta May Hamilton of Mule- - Clovis the latter part of hist week.
in
shoo, Texas, ivicnt the week-en- d
For hemstitching and picoting see
Clovis visiting in the home of Mr. and
Mrs.
Knowles at Luikart's Dry Goods
Mrs. G. P. Kuykendall.

at $12.50 and $8.50

$3.50 to $10.00

.isitor Tuesday.

We buy and sell mules and milk
covs, also sill you groceries as cheap
as anybody. Willmon Bros., old Lone
Star Wagon Yard..

Grey Suede
Pumps

.

If the bread is right, tho flour is
If it is nut Sunlight, it is not the
Sunlight.
best.

Saddles and harness

men's wear Serges and Trico-tir.ein navy, tans, braid and
embroidered trimmed styles-wond- erful
values at only $25.00

ilk

List it. We sell. Reagan Land Co.

Flour.

See window display of some of
the styles we are offering in Ladies' Suits. They are of good

M

Clovis, New Mexico

Mrs. Et'fie Wismiller of Wichita this yeek.
Falls whs here the first of the week
The best
on business.

at $25.00

mi)

' IF IT'S THE BEST IT'S SUNLIGHT

Mrs. Hickman of Ranrhvale was
a shopping visitor in Clovis lust
Saturday.

I New Arrivals and Special Offerings
I

Cramer Mill and Elevators Co.

Road Service, ANY place, ANY
time. Electric Filling Station, Phone
64.

Friday, April 1st
...

- i MATINEE and EVENIG
3:00

8:00

Entire Change of progam both performance
Seats for evening performance now on sale
at Lyceum Office

i

The
4

tl

Flies
Easter lias

come

and pone, and before
we know it the children will be out of
School again.

1'

But photographs of.
the children never
grow up.

1921.

44444444444444
4
Regular Meeting

EXT

How Time

clovis news, Thursday, march ai.

4
4
4
4
4
4

4

ClOVIS COMMANDERY
Will be held at Masonic Hall
Second and Fourth Friday
nights of each month.
at SiOO O'clock.
All Sir Knights residing in
this jurisdiction are invited.
P. A. LaShler, Recorder.

4

4

Will trade for good young work team.

CLASSIFIED

4

4

J. A. Jameson, two and a half
north of St. Vrain, N. M.

4

FOR SALE About 5,000 pounds of
Seed Swoct Potatoes at 4c pet
poind. Would consider trade for
land or lots in Portales or Clovis. Se
Wm. DepuU, Portak-s- , M, M.

ADS:

:

RATE
lc Per Word Per Issue

4
4

Charles Ray

miles

IN,

"19 and

FOR SALE Five room modern
dwelling, east front, close to High
Clean COTTON rags wanted at
School, large rooms, good sheds and
the News office.
barns. Located at 900 North Pile.
See our new line f pretty little
If the flour is Sunlight, the bread Good terms, small payment down.
house drosses. Mrs. W, G. Broome,
will be right.
See Curren Agency.
Milliner.

Phyllis!"

FOR SALE Good typewriter at a LOST On March 28th, Esprit wrist
bargain. Inquire at News Office tf
watch with links. Was lost either
in post office, on Main Street or East
idday, returning home Saturday.
C
DRESSMAKING 800 North
Grand Ave.. Finder please return to
ding Street.
Dorris Shaller, 600 East Grand Ave.
At
We repair all kinds of furniture
1 tp
Clovis Shoe Hospital,
West Grand WANTED Bundle kaffir. Apply to Reward.
operator at News office.
tf FOR SALE 3 fine heifers, fresh
Avenue.

Miss Bertha Broome and Miss Belle
Sadler visited friends in Amarillo Fri-

in 30 days. One Durham, one Pole
E. B. Hartfv.'ick returned this week WANTED Desirable rooms for light
Durham
and one Hereford. All full
N.
care
housekeeping.
Kitterell,
E.
from a trip 'to Rogers, Ark. Mrs.
ltp blood. Bred to pure blood Durham
Hardwick accompanied him there but Lone Star Lbr. Co.
mule. Price $75 each. A. L. Dickey,
will remain lor a longer visit.
male, two miles north of Clovie on Claud
FOR SALE Thoroughbred,
bull terrier, pup. J. P. Goeble, road, phone 183-FOur coal business is black but we
806 W. Washington.
ltc
&
Grain
Lane
you
Sons
white.
treat
The Photographer in Your Town'
FOR LEASE We have a good
8 Co.
FOR SALE Four burner oil stove
smooth section of land located 10
119 E. Munroc
Phone 145
in good condition. Priced right. Ap miles south of Friona, which we would
A good advertisement should be
ply 223 N. Prince.
tf like to lease to someone for three
like the dress of a girl on Fifth Aveagricultural purposes. M
nue: long enough to caver the subject, FOR SALE New cabinet oil stove, years, for
3
A. Crum, Friona, Texas- and short enough to keep alive one's
4 burners, or will trade for houseA. S. Veasey made a trip to Field
hold goods.
Box 762, city.
hftercst.
ltp FOR SALE :i!l4 acrus 2 miles from
4 Wednesday.
Friona, and about 2 miles from the
HOME
Will
spot
three
for
pay
cah
LOCAL MENTION
CHICKEN PINNER will be served
deep test for oil.
Price
Prairie's
Bring us your grain. The Western
or four rooms. Deal with owner
4
by the Intermediates of the Buptist
Elevatirs Co., Inc.
ltc Sunday School ut Luiknrt's old stand only. Must be a bargain. Box 7(12. 1 $13.50 per icre, $4,000 cash, balance
good terms at O'J. See us for cheap
A. W. Skurda made a business trip at 1211 south Main Street on next WANTED Plain Sewing. Also inn- farm and ranch land. M. A. Crum,
Be
Saturday,
2.
April
there.
to Amarillo Tuesday.
ing. Satisfaction guaranteed.
201 Friona, Txns
287.
phone
Axtell,
South
Regular Communication.
4
W. S. Standish of Portak-- has re
IT IS AS NECESSARY to clean your
We promise nothing impossible-Elec- tric
A. F.
A. M.
4
Clovis. WILL TRADE five roum modern
mattresses as it is your house in
Filling
64. tf cently moved from Portales to
Station,
Fhone
Nest Tuesday Night
4
Mr. Standish expects to have charge
house for cattle. WfG. Phillips, oiii- spring cleuningt so send your
P. A. La Shier, Secretary
4
A. E. Dormun of Raton, N. M., is of the drilling on the deep test well Box X!)3 Clovis.
mnttreB to the Favorite Mattress Co.
4 in Clovis for a few days. Mr. Dormun to be put down northwest of Clovis,
to be made new and sanitary. Work
FOR RENT
Light housekeeping and
formerly lived in Clovis,
railed for and delivered back to you
in
early
crop
your
wheat
Insure
bed rooms in modern home. 201 on same day. Phone 347.
Shoe repairing neatly done at Clo- reliable old line companies. Privi S. Axteil, phone 2S7.
ltc
If you want to bo right, use
vis Shoe Hospital, 4th door west of lege to cancel policy until May 1st
SALE 1 steel ange, 1 team
front bed
without premium charge. Curren FOR
cood young wcvk mules; 2 milk
Austin's
'
room yit1i hot and cold water in
Agency.
cows; baby cnlvc. both steers and
Hon. W. W. Nichols returned lust
509 North Pile.
room.
ltp heifers; good almi.M 'lew hack with
Love
being
is
Building
now
The
week from a trip to Arizona.
Curry County promises to have a FOR RENT S room modern house r.oV also shnfts: vork horses and
overhauled for the American Stores
wheut crop. Don't
RED SEED OATS, as lone as they Co. store which will be opened there
W. C. ponies; wnnf whatever you wish to
near shops; outbuildings.
allow a huil storm find you without Tharp, 200 W. Otero, phone 347. ltp dispose of. W. C. Tharp, 200 W.
last. Lane & Sons Grain Co.,
ltc about the first of May.
Our companies pny
ltp
hail insurance.
Otero, phone 347.
S. M. Ramsey, former managing ed- promptly und liburally.
Some hand painted picThe Clovis Steam Laundry has
Clovis Ab: FOR SALE
tures in oil and water color. Mrs. STRAYED One black marc 4 years
commenced the work of drilling a itor of the Amarillo Daily News, but street and Insurance Co., successors
old, weighs about 1150 or 1200 lbs.
R. E. BuiiMle, 100 S. Rencher. 24-- p
deep well at their laundry on South now with the State Health Depart- to Bnker Bros.
Two bay mares 4 and 7 years old, wt.
ment of Tex&j, spent a few hours in
Main Street.
Clovis last Friday. Mr. Ramsey was
The Hustlers class of the Christian WANTED 2,000 pairs of shoes to about 1 1 00 lbs., one is a shade lighter
repair. Clovis Shoe Hospital, W. than the other and is short and
Road Service, ANY pluce, ANY in Farwell on business and slipped Church went "over the top" last Sunchunky built. They got out March
time. Electric Filling Station, Phone over to take a look at the best town day. We expect to do the same thing Grand Avenue.
10th. Notify Z. L. Young, 3 miles
64.
on the plains while he was nearby.
this week.' Young people Invited.
2 small furnished sleepFOR BENT
ing rooms, 701 N. Mitchell. VeTy west and one mile south of Hollene,
on J. G. Griffith place.
reasonable. See W. C. Tharp, 200
(5
Up IF YOU HAVE the money and need a
W. Otero, phone 347.
good gun, see me. If you have a
LOST Eversharp silver pencil with
'
good gun and need some money, see
initials engraved on it. Finder reBuy, sell or trade guns, Fred
turn to Johnson Bros. Furniture and me,
,
Undertaking Co. and receive reward. Murphy.
-'
THE FAVORITE MATTRESS COM
WANTED Three furnished rooms
PANY is back in Clovis, so your
or three or
for light
housecleuning won't be conv
spring
414-F2
four rooms furnished. Phone
or 413-Fand ask for Mooney.
ltp plete unless you have your mattress
made new and sanitary. We renovate
house on all kinds of cotton and hair mattress
FOR SALE New
...
:.
ja
i iui. ,1.
unr.
es. Have a section feather mattress
i ' jxnu iooi
n ouiuI cuusiui-j
good Ford car in trade. Call at 1012 made out of your old feather beds.
e
North Rencher.
ltp Phone 347. Fnctory at corner of
Mitchell nnd W. Otero Ave.
FOR RENT Bed rooms, modern,
steam heat, close in, gentlemen pre- WE Gl'ARATEE our hemstitching
Mrs. W. II. Shumate. 420
and picoting attachment to do perferred.
W. Munroe, phone 225.
fect work on any make ef sewing
machine, easily adjusted;
o extra
HAVE AUTOMOBILE in Al condi-tio- power to run
it; muny nice things can
to trade. Will consider giod be made in the home with this handy
wagon and team. Call at Lane & device.
Attachments with full in
Sons Grain Co.
structions and sample of work; price
Gem Novelty Co., Box 1031,
Eversharp $2.50.
LOST Sterling silver
Eye troubles does not always mean Poor Eyesight.
On
Corpus
Christi,
Texas
enC.
pencil.

RO BINSON

fefCWM

f;

,
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RENTr-Furnis-

record-breakin-

hcd

tor

g

4

A Message Worth Reading-

house-keepin-

Why People Need Glasses

g

3

I

M

r

And Some of The Symptoms

the contrary, some of the most serious trouble occurs in
cases when the sight is exceedingly keen.
Some of, the
most common indications of latent or hidden defects are:
Distressing headaches.
Sharp pains in the eyeball.
Dull pains at base of brain.
A pressure at top of head.
Eyes smart and burn.
Subject to dizzy spells.
Bright light causing squinting or frowning.
Eyes water or lids droop.
Become nervous when doing close work.
See double or inclined to turn head to one side.
Eyes feel tired and get exceedingly sleepy.
Expert knowledge in the fitting of your
glasses to be had at

I

Cut.

T

I

T.Jr."

Initials "J.

graved oi It. Return to Antlers
and receive reward.

WILL TRADE well secured $1,000
note dun Nov. 1, 1923, drawing
107(i Interest, for seme good cows
FOR SALE Two row lister nearly
For particulars inquire at News Ofas good us new. Price $85. A. L.
fice.
Dickey, two miles north of Clovis on
Claud road.
HOG OWNERS I am buying and
shipping hogs and will buy heavy
FOR SALE OR TRADE Scholarship in Tyler Commercial College, hogs as well as lighter weights. See
Tyler, Texas. Phone, write er see mo at Ramey and W Ikinson's office
or write T. W. Stricklin, Box 82,
B. F. Fears, Fnrwel., Texas.
Clovis, N. M.

QUILTS pieced or quilted nnd comforts made by Circle No. 3. For
further information phone 281. Mrs.
Kisor.
4tp

IS

2

KINDS OF SEWING
Children's togs a specialty. Mrs.
L. H. Martin, 900 N. Prince, Clovis,
I DO ALL

Anothar Bif Registered Hereford
Sale to be Held There on
NOTICE This is to notify you that
Monday, April 4tb.
I have severed my connection with
the firm of Await & Patton, effective
Hereford is becoming recognized as
February 23rd. A. L. Patton.
the "Hub of the Hereford Cattle InFOR SALE Some good fresh Jersey dustry of the Southwest." The Herecows. ,1 mile southeast of Clovie ford breeders
Association of that
on Portales Highway. S. R. Cope- - place will have another big sale consisting of sixty head of carefully seland.
lected Herefords oh the 4th of April
IF YOU PROPOSE building we can and it goes without saying that the
serve you well. Call and talk it
A few
sale will be wr I attended.
over.
Construcweeks ago Jones & Dameron held a
tion Co., Room 26, Barry Bldg. 25tfc t ig sale there in which the bidding was
CLOVIS HOME WANTED Hav.j not only spirited but the cattle sold
1920 model Ford Sedan, in good for an average of over $500 apiece.
condition, to trade in on a Clovis Stockmen from all over the Panhanhome. Write me at Tolar, N. M. H dle and other states are expected to
attend the big sale which is on MonS. Douthit.
day of next week.
FOR TRADE Good youmr jack, Z
Newt Classified ads get results.
years old, will weigh about lO'.-- lbs.
N. M.

The Optical Shop

IF

YJiArfau

1

-

'

Brown-Thomps-

C.

E. WORRELL, Optometrist
Lyceum Theatre Building

,

Phone 194.AVhy Suffer When Relief Is at Hand?

'

824-4t-

Saturday fliglit
APRIL 2nd

p

TRY TO GET IN

t

THE CLOVIS NEWS.

MRS. J.

Old
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M. CRAIG, of Lot An.
Calif., who say. no on

can foel mora grateful for what
Teniae hai dona than iha doe.
Hu gained twelve pound and
health U better" than In y.ara,

I ires i

First National Bank
OF CLOVIS

Are Best

Total Resurces Over One Million Dollars
Remember the

i

Willard Battery Service

are just a
little bit better

IA Our Gas and Oil

f
T

AT THE

Taylor Tire and Battery Co. i
111 S.

JEWELED

Clovis, N. M.

Main St.

X

HEREFORD SALE DATE.
COLLARS
HAS BEEN SELECTED
IS THE FASHION

(From Hereford Brand)
The Second Annual Sale of The,
Hereford Breeder's Association has
been announced for Morday. April
lth and will be held in the new Sales
Pavilion, conceded to be the most
convenient in the Southwest. Sixty
carefully selected lots will be offered
bulls and
consisting of forty-fiv- e
fifteen females.
the best
These cattle represent
herds to be found in the Southwest,
the bulk of the local association members as well as some outside breeders,
contributing fine animals for the occasion. The officials of the association have endeavored to make selections suitable for this season of the
year and huvo consigned a line of
WRINKLES.
bulls suitable to the farmer and
ranchman who desires the best blood
They're caused by thinking, worry and individuality for his herd.
ing or even laughing.
Persons who do not think, worry or MANY UNEMPLOYED IN CHICAGO
laugh have tijrlit skins and mask-likChicago, III. That there are 100,-00expressions.
unimployed in Chicago 30 men
Removing wrinkles is a comparaeach available job was the assertively new development of painless for
tion of Pr. A. II. It. Atwood of tho
'surgery, says the Popular Science
Illinois Free Employment Bureau,
Monthly.
in a speech before the City club.

Tho first fashion set by the first
lady of thv land in the first month
of her occupuiii-- of the White House
is the fashion of jeweled collars. The
jeweled collar presented recently by
President Harding to his wife and
worn by her ut several important social functions has established a vogue
for jeweled collars. Strands of pearl
bends with supports of white cold,
.ami strands of umber with gold supports have been noted with evening
Kowns at the theatre and restaurant,
ami one woman wore with a black
vnwn a magnificent collar of small
garnets and pearls with a clasp of
by
almondino garnet surrounded
small diamonds.

"Of all the people who have tukert
Tanlac I don't beleive there is anyone who feels any more grateful to
it than I do," said Mrs, J. M. Craig,
of 074 14 E. 40th Street, Los Angeles,
California.
"1 suffered from nervous prostra
tion and w.is so wivk that I could
not even sweep the f!nr and during
the day I would haw to lie down
four or five times. I h'icd to wulk
hut found that half a bbek was all
I could stand before I would give out.
Nervous spells came on nie often.
Finally my husband urged me to try
Tanlac and 1 am. indeod glnd he did.j
for it proved to be just what I needed.
"The first two bolt! :s did not seem
to help me. 1 guess it was because I
was so bad off, but on the third bcttlc
I could tell I was improving and that
gave more hope than ever of getting
well. My improvement from then on
was rapid and by the time I had taken
five bottles I was getting stronger
than I had been in years.
"It enabled me to sleep soundly at
night and I have gained twelve
pounds. That was several months ago
and from then until now I have been
in as good health as I ever was In my
I have told all of my friends
ife.
and relatives what a wonderful medicine Tanlac is."
Tanlac is sold in Clovis by City
Drug Co., in Tcxico by Red Cross
Pharmacy, and in Melrose by Irwin
& Pool.
(Advertisement.)

United States

Member Federal

Government Supervision

Reserve System

Depository

For Government

Safety Deposit
Boxes for Rent

I

Postal Savings

Paid on
Savings Accounts
4

Believing we have every facility for properly taking
care of our customers, we solicit vour account.
None too small for us to appreciate.

A mail currier in Kewanee, Illinois,
DOES NOT
entered the government service twen- SUFFRAGE
FULL RIGHTS
GRANT
to
ty years ago, and has not failed
TO WOMEN OF U. S.
make his trip for a single day in nil
'hat time.
.Chicago, 111. Granting of woman
suffrage has not yet given wjinen full
A, man falls in love through his rights with men, in a large part of
If any woman had all the clothes
Keep your chickens at home if you eyes, a woman through her imaginathe lititid Slnteg, it is indicated by a
.she wanted, the rest af the women do not expect your neighbors to eat tion
nnd then they call it "an affair
survey of the middle and southwest.
Mould have to go around in barrels. them.
of the heart."
In only a quarter of this territory, it
appears, do women stand unmistakably on on even footing with men.
The d scriiiiimilions where they exist afe, however, for the most part
small. The chief disability lies in the
right to sit on juries.
The stumbling block in this case
provi- s generally a constitutional
sion that jurymen must be males..
Removal of the disqualification has
been urged in a number of legislatures this winter.
Other exceptions women arc under
'in various states include these:
In Iowa they cannot sit in the legislature.
In Wisconsin they cannot serve as
a legislative omploye.
In North Dukota they do not pay
E-- B
12-2- 0
poll tax.
e

0

MISAPPLIED.

When a girl entertains her best
fellow in the parlor, that's "Capital."
"I)id you say you wanted a 'narrow After they are married, and she has to
lady's comb?' " "No, I want a comb half-sol- e
his trousers, that's "Labor."

for u man with a 'metal back' and
In the year ending June 110, 1920,
'rubber teeth'; and I also want a pair
the average immigrant family brought
of 'colored lady's base.' "
1wo and a half times as much money
us in the year ending June 30, 1914.
A Chicago man who was to hnv?
been bunged far murder but got n
stay and a new trial in
PILLS
which he was found not guilty, has CHICHESTER
IIRAKII.
,
.
A
nskrd for the rope which was to have
A OXa
IMuaond brandnX
Uc.14
Kr
uul
lo
txiyi,"
I'lIU
hanged him, saying he wanted to build
irulllcV
Tak no olhpp. )lvfinKi v
M
a giant swing for the children of his
I J
IIM IO H.TFB
UmiuUL A.Wf
if
tllAMltNn UK A Ml 1'U.I.H. f,,r
neighborhood. His request was grant
VMM known Mllrtl.Saitit.Alwtyt KelUl It)

S

f

SOLD BY DRUGGISTS

REGISTERED OPTOMETRIST
Years Experience

B

Thousands already

with their

E-- B

12-2-

0

The sweet young thing had been
nuuble to buy the article she wanted,
but in each asc the clerk had assured
her that "next t!me" it would assur
edly be in stock. One day she called
at the store to find a new clerk on the
job.
"Do you have spats yet, she

12-2-

have the satisfaction of knowing that
Tractor, they can de more work, easier

and cheaper, than ever before.
It is a very simple matter to change from
g
to
with E-machinery. We want to explain how
you can make more profit from your farming operations.
horse-farmin-

power-farmin- g

"No ma'um,"
Tho clerk blushed.
"I'm not living with
ho stammered.

Ii

my wife now."

Full Line of Repairs for all
E-- B

All

Farm Implements

our Farm Implements

.15

Equipment
Latest, Most
All Work (iiiiiraiitct'tl
Up-lo-Da- tc

DENHOF JEWELRY COMPANY

NOT NOW.

The Solution adopt Power-farmin- g
methods and use the
thoroughly reliable, economical, and easily handled E-0
Tractor.

sold on Easy Terms

J. H. TRIMBLE & CO.
Old Planing Mill Building near City Power Plant
EE

EVERYWHERE

J. R. DENHOF

Solve Your Problem with
an
Tractor

Your Problem How to make a greater income on your labor;
and on your farm investment with a decreasing labor supply.

"

d.

FOR 13 YEARS
.

RELIABLE

Minneapolis Journal

WHO IS CHAMPION?
Leximrton Va. Mr. Gotton of
Memphis, is is bantamweight wrest
ling champion of Washington and Lee
University here, but whether his first
namo is Henry or Nicholas, nobody
but the 119 pound Memphis twins
know. They are alike as peas in a
pod and after winning their way
through the tryouts to the annual
championship match, fought it out,
clad in exactly similar gymnasium
suits. Somebody won, but it looked
like a man wrestling with himself and
the referee would not take a chance
anHo merely
on identification.
nounced that the championship had
been "won by Mr. Cotton."
WANTED Clean cotton ra;;s at the
News office.

RESPECTFUL
REASONABLE
FREE USE OF CHAPEL

PRIVATE AMBULANCE
Magic City Fur. & Undertaking Co.
JOHNSON BROS.
Night Phone 235
Day Phone 21I

liiE
LITTLE

t

Conservation

I

In Clothes.......

THURSDAY, MARCH 31, 1921.

CLOVIS NEWS.
SILK

GIRL'S

FROCK

Second Annual Sale of

Let us help you to make your clothes last longer
and look better, by laundering them for you. Every
garment receives the same careful handling and attention, and economy and service are our highest

Feeders'
Association

aims.

Just

call 48 and we will do the rest.

the

Clovis Steam Laundry
PHONE

DON'T FORGET.

That wc are headquarters for all
Clovis, N, M., March 22, 1921. kinds of field and garden seeds.
You ore hereby .notified that seal-c- d
Just in a fine lot 3 early seed
bids will be received by the City potatoes, Texas Red rust proof oats
Clerk of the City of Clovis, New that have been recleuned, home grown
Mexico, at his office in the City Hall Iowa Silver Mine seed corn.
until 5 o'clock p. m., Monday, April
Chick and chicken feed. Expect a
18, 1!)21, f;r the furnishing; of nil supply of oyster shell, grit and charmaterial and lubor and constructing: coal.
approximotely 28,000 feet of sewer THE WILL II.
PATISON SEED CO.
extensions together wilth necessary
Old Mexico Commission House.

manholes, flush tanks and other
Plain and specifications are now on file in the office of
the City Clerk and nny further information will be furnished on request.
Each bidder must accompany his bid
with a certified check for $2,500 dollars payable to the City of C'.ovis.
E. E. TAGADER
r?.24-4t- e
City

Ami:rillo Daily News and the Clovis
News for $7.20 a year.

TEXAS WONDER

for kidney and bladder troubles, gravel, weak and lame back, rheumatism
and irregularities of the kidneys and
bladder in both men and women. If
Wc ore pome ts be called upon nasold by your druggist will be sent
tionally, collectively, and individually, tot
One
oy mall on receipt of $1.25.
learn
extravagance
and
to renounce
Send for
small bottle often cures.
anew the old lesson of thrift and
worn testimonials. Dr. E. W. Ha',1
providence. Warren G. Harding.
2926 Olive it.. St. Louis, Mo. Sold
by druggists.
News Classified ads get results.

Go.

APRIL

Brunswick Records
TODA- Y-

ON SALE

Whoever likes music will like these new Brunswick
records. They must be heard to be appreciated, so by all
means come in and hear them. We'll welcome you with
cheerful and willing service.
x

....

Number

Lot Bird Barltont Solo
85c ( Why Don't You Barltono Solo

2074

1069

f

65c

l Blue

Ml

J"

85c

,

Never Knew Fom Trot (AeesroTor.)
Jean Fox Trot (Accordion)

,

In The Diuk fox Trot
Midnight Moon Walu

.

trot it Hr
Emit Hr

.

.

Mirla Perry
Muio Pny

.

RJt WleJwf t'l Cilif ornlBI
Ctrl Ftaloa'a Orchitis

65c

III of Golden Dreams (Hawaiian Playortl
Fruk Ftrrtri ud Aataoay FrucKiai
Tripoli (HawmllanPloyroi
fruk Ftrrtn tod Aetkoiy Fraicaiai
Beanie Kratftr't Orcatitra
.
Crazy Blues Fom Trot
Royal Garden Blues Fom Trot Beetle Knee ert Orcheitra

1070

Honolulu Eyes

f My

0ia
1077

i

f

I
. f

(

Tonor Duot) Can, Hirriwa

(r.r)

85c

Fom

ill

of Hereford, Texas

43

NOTICE TO SEWER
CONTRACTORS

Mi Cku. Hut

. . .
Fnm"3.lty")

Trot

l0U

Look For The Silver Lining

9046
1.00

,
.
.
Fom Trot
Rom
My Mammy FomTroHhom'SinM")

Fom

Billy

J

Trot FromSally")
Uui Jcati' Orcktitf i

Iitaa Jooet' Orcaeitrs
likta Jm' Ortkeetn

,

This modest and attractive silk
broad sash of ribbon
frock, with
was exhibited at the silk show held
recently in New York.

Latest

Embellishment
for Milady's
Gown About Three Yards, When
Bought Ready Made.

Iinter the sushi It lias nni.le lift
bow, unit from llio liuinciisc applause
nt IU eiilniiKe, it promise to I mi on
the boards fur some time. Ity this i
meant, not the hmhIi wlileli Ik of
ai'd l.nSMies ulT a uvrnl iiiany
Troeks, but
of llioHe new
Its niore luilllaut cuiisln, Hie Heparate
humIi, tlial Is lioulit or made separately, to be treated as a pet aeeensory for
wearlni; wltb several eoHlunies, or as
several sashes for one costume.
It Is ioriK. about three yards, when
hniiKhr ri'aily niaile. nnd (,'ims about
lie waist only once, tying to one side
and drnipliii; to the edtfe of the skirt.
fringe
If not below It. Deep-knotteweights it anil composes at least
twelve Indies of Its length at each
end.
And what makes the new sashes?
All those lovely new ribbons you have
lieen eying from a dlstunee and wishing you could' Invent an excuse for
wearing.
There are beautiful ltoman-stripe- d
ones, the frlpge on the ends repenting the colors of the stripes or accentuating one color. These are to he
worn with navy trlootlne and scrue
frocks, under the very short Jackets
that are coming Into vouue for topping off the chemise dress, and with
separate skirts that are not loo gay
In themselves.
Wonderful new apricot, jade nnd lirome satin ribbons are
weighted with matching frlni-'- e for use
on canton crepe and crepe de chine,
as well ns georgette dresses of sombre
hue, or with the cotton frocks and sep
arate skirts for summer. It will be the
vogue to top the sport silk skirt of
white, ivory or neutral gray with one
of these limning sashes.
WIDE RANGE OF SPORT TOGS
Name Applies to General, Practical
Clothes Smart Apparel That
Adds to Milady's Charm.

The word sport as now applied to
clothes covers a wide range of apparel. No longer can this term be
taken to describe those clothes to be
worn on golf links and for other outdoor recreations. Sport clothes are
general, practical clothes the sniurt,
serviceable clothes that muke a girl
or a woman look spick and spun, trig,
trim and businesslike.
This type of tailored nnd
apparel Is admirably suited to the
American woman anil her activities,'
and It Is. unquestionably tills quullty of
appropriateness that has, mure than
anything else, helped to establish sport
clothes In this broad and general way.
Our everyday tailored "suit and the
topcoat that proves such an Ideal addition to this outfit when emergency
demands me sport clothes In their

1.00 1

Whieperinf

'lOO i Witches' Dane
loins

i

1

1.00
10029

1

Violin Solo

Judea

Met Rotes

J

Still Sweeter Every Day

9040

fOld
"I

MOIS

UJ1
MOM

Plmk

1.50

2079

0C

TlifuT and BtnVeta Leeaet

....
Maria

1.001 Elegia (Song of Mourning)
M017
1.25

I:

Deretsy
'.

.
. Criterion Mete Qaartet
CrlterieaMeleQaariet
00 1 BrightenTheCornarWhereYou Are
Barcarolle (Tales of Hoffman)

J042
I

LeopoM Codowtky

to Sofa

Soprano)

Oriental

1.00

P fcmorw

Refrain

Serenade

Violin Soh
Violin Solo

f Mother Machree .

.

Coma Back Ta Erin
.
.
March Slav
Dana Macabr (Death

J Briaht Eras
Honolulu

Fom Trot

Eys

Walt

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

. .
Dane)

Maria Tiffany

.

Bin Breeilcia
iaubreeikai

.

.

ThtcKarle
Tim. Karl

VtmhYilt.lluBeaa
VatMUa'ill alias

bu

Carl Fa. n'lOrcaeetra
Carl Ftataa'i Orciestri

Any phonographcan play Brunswick Records

Nunn Electric Company
1

f

3

OF CLOVIS

well-cu-

t

development,

In

the simplicity of their designs and the
excellence of the material of which
they are made.
So, too, the word sport applies
.truthfully to the tailored and
blouses and shirts of mannish
wash silk that many business and college girls affect and to the more decorative and more feminine smocks and
overblouses, for Is not serviceability,
quite as much es style, a dominant
garnote of these
ments?
For sport clothes may be as plain
and practical as will suit the most
conservotlve, yet be endowed with the
chnrm of color and the allurement of

at

In the New Sale Pavillion

Hereford, Texas
Monday, April 4, 1921

BEHOLD, THE DASHING SASHI

r

. Irm Williuu tnl Sua Alt
(From "Honaydow")
It
Williuu id Cnicnl Trie
Solo ,

f My Hueband'a Deareet Friend
9044

oera

i me

Conservation in clothing is just as essential as
conservation along any other line.

fon

it tt

n
X

60 Carefully Selected Lots
15 Females
45 Bulls
These cattle

represent the best herds in the Southwest, many

the most prominent breeders of the Panhandle Section having
contributed to this sale. We have endeavored to make selections
suitable for this season of the year and have consigned a line of
bulls suitable to the farmer and ranchman who desires the best
blood and individuality for his herd. The offering of bulls also includes a few suitable for herd bull purposes, the entire offering
'running largely to Anxiety 4th blood, with a few of the Fairfax
strain also listed. The offering of females, while not large, will be
above the average even of last year's consignment, which was said
to be the best ever seen in an association sale.
of

4

Come to Hereford, the Hub of the Hereford
Cattle Industry of the Southwest
The bulls and females represented in this sale are sired by
such bulls as Don Arthur, Glasco, Georgianus, Modest Randolph,
Persuader, Beau Randolph 1st, Beau Randolph 4th, Don Carlos,
Jr., Beau Gudgell, Criterion Fairfax, Beau Carlos 18th, Beau
Randolph 2nd, Beau Converter, Beau Randolph 3rd and others.
of blood?
Can you beat this line-up

CONSIGNORS:
Hines

W. T. Womble
John Purcell
H. T. Wedel
H. H. Boardman
W. G. Rennison
C.

O'Brien

J. Mapes
L. R. Bradley Estate
W. E. Bennett
W. B. Green & Son
C. R. Barber
W. B. Phillips
W. T. Russell
G. W. Brumley
D. L. McDonald

C. C. Bowman

J.

&

C.

Sanders

Shore Bros.
Jones & Dameron
E. B. Black
Allen Powelson

Wes Bradley

Tou know the cattle represented in the above herds take adbulls and females. Write
vantage of this offering of superior-brefor catalogue today. Address the Secretary.
d

semi-tailor-

Frock of Gray Morocco Crepe.
charming spring frock Is made
of gray morocco crepe. The cut Is
ullpovcr, absolutely straight.
Four
large folds trim the skirt, while the
bodice Is simplicity Itself. A note of
chic Is achieved by the addlt'on of a
broad tangerine motissellne de sole
snsh. edged with a long silk fringe In
the snme si nde. Tiny buttons edge the
round ueckllne and the ileevH

The Hereford Brooders' Association
of Hereford, Texas
W. T. Womble, President
C. O. Norton Vice President
W. E. Dameron, Secretary

C. C. Bowman
C. Sanders

)

Wes Bradley

)

J.

Directors

COL. (ITtOSS, Auctioneer.

A

FRED

3E:

C. MANX,

Hereford Journal Representative

St
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Our Wash Goods Stock is at its. best now. We have the best, most complete assortment of
Wash Goods and Household Goods that we have been able to assemble since before the
War. And the prices are so much lower. Every custodier, when she looks at the goods,
buys more yards than she intended to purchase for in many cases she can get two yards
for what one formerly cost.
.

i

DOTTED SWISS
Dotted Swiss is one of
most M)nil;ir materials
the summer. We ha vi
American made Swiss
white grounds at 7.V ami
dark grounds at $1.00.

llic
Tor

llic
in
the.

The imported Swiss in
green, lavender, rose and
navy in very fine quality at
$:'..")() jicr yard.

FLOWERED DIMITY
In a lieantiful (iiaiity :!8
hrchos wide, green lavender,
pink and llue. 7c.

Wo have a big WW stork
for you to select from at the

-

Iv'ed

fresh new stock to select
from.

The designers this sprici
turned themselves loose ail
got out some wonderful pa)
terns and colors. You w
have to see the new voiles
appreciate
their artist
beauty. These cotton voile
rival the silk georgette ail
are much cheaper.

The new Tissue (iinghanis
in rich wonderful plaids and
small checks ,"0c and 8."c

patterns,
1

cale,

quality

:i!)c.

:H

i

i

i1 i

per- -

1!).-- .

'

High grade double faced

mm

t
j

Seal (linghim L.V.

Imported Scotch fling- - J
liams in lieantiful pal terns, t

(i

X'-i-

FLOWERED VOILES

A

(iood (iia!ity gingham 20c.

ncwcsT

-

TABLE LINENS

new low prices.

Xew shipment of romper
loth
inches wide in the

2-

i

SPRING GINGHAMS

plain satin damask 72 inches
wide.
One pattern with
plain center and Lily of the
Valley border and napkins
to match. The quality of this
piece will certainly please
you.

mm
NEW DRAPERIES
That Express the Spirit
of Spring

lieantiful rose and pansy

pattern in pure linen deserves mention. Mercerized damask in good qjiality. 7.V,
8.V-- , .fl.OO
and 1.8:.'

Wonderful new Crctons
and English Chintz in rose,
yellow, blue, frray and black
combinations.
Roses and
Shasta Daisies are some of
the prettiest patterns. You
will have to see these cretons
to appreciate their artistic
beauty.
Prices 2!) :!:, 40c, ')(),
.":')(,
and .fl.OO.

We have a big assortment

of made-u- p

table cloths in all
sizes,
inches and 70x70 in
white. Colored cloths 4."
inches and ot inches square.

1

LINEN SUITINGS
Wv have the all linen and
half linen in a big range of

Mercerized napkins fl.20
and f'.l.ri;) per doz.

colors Hose, pink, green,
orchid, grey and blue.'
We have a fine
natural colored

closc-vo-o-

n

linen

pretty for children's dresses.

rich assortment of the

New shipment of Japanese lunch cloths. We have
e
luiich cloth
a new
(!0.(J0 in an extra fine

solid color drapes, ilfi inches
and ."() inches wide, in jrray,
old p)ld. blue and rose.
.lust received some wonderful panel goods in filet

and Nottingham. These panels are J) inches wide, so wo
can fit up any size window.
Some windows will require
three panels and others may
require four or five panels.
There are some dainty, new
patterns in the new I'ih't'ncts
that will please vou. Colors
ivory, cream and beige.

t

t
t
t

MADRAS SHIRTING'
In a good quality and go
pattern. You will hitve
see this to appreciate
value of this at We.

t

I

4.")

7--

. A

t
i

J

t
t

t

one-piec-

j

I

EC

!

jli

j

lit
t

HIGH GRADE SATEENS
In yellow, purple, emerald

green, dark and light blue,
gray, coral, rose aod pink.
These qualities are nice for
foundations, bioonwrs, and
pcttibockcrs. 7"c.

lip)

II

.Dry Goods
SOCIETY NOTES

J

HUSTLERS CLASS
The Hustlers Class of thu Christian
Church had a rcKulur picnic Thursday
evening) when twenty five members
met ut the church and took a trcck
ride to the country.
After playing games far a while
Mn old fashioned' picnic spread was
prepared. After this the remainder
of the evening was spent mound the
rcemp fire where jokes and wierd
ghost Btories were told.
SENIOR PARTY

'The four seasons of the year were
represented in the special entertainment features of the Senior class
party Friday evening, when class
members, with faculty members as
their guests enjoyed an entire year

of fun.
The gueBts met at the high school
building and went to the home of
Miw Berhicer'iy, where spring wa
represented. There they enjoyed an
Easter egg hunt. Summer was represented t the home of Miss Ruby

Simian, and everyone romped at the
j
country Picnic and drank red soda
pop. At the home of Miss Kathleen
I.ove it was Autumn and big red ap- pies were served as refreshments.
'
Winter was represented at the home
of Clarence Hobdy and the guests ate
METHODIST CHURCH
ice cream and cuke. All the homes
Sunday school at 9:45 a. ni.
were artistically decorated, and all of
Preaching by the pastor both Sunthe guests pronounce it the most enday morning and night.
joyable school purty of the year.
.
Hours af service 11:00 a. in. and
GINGHAM DRESS PARTY
7:30 p. m.
Come to the Friendly Church.
Miss Albertinu Harshaw entertainR. B. Freeman, Pastor.
ed a crowd of her friends at a party
Friday night. The girls agreed that
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
it should be a "gingham dress" party,
so they carried it out accordingly. Bible School
0 45 a. m.
TliOKe preset. were Gertrude Johmon, Communion and morning
Mary Lillian Reagan Ruby Jones,
worship
11:00 a. m.
Pauline Snyder, and Marie Tran.woll, Y. P. S. C. E
0:00 p. m.
and Allic Montgomery, Cleo Mont- i Evangelistic Service
7:30 p, m.
gomery, Mike Crow, Jesse Henry
Prayer Service,
Lane and Euel Yatei.
Wednesday eve...
7:30 p. m.
We have the agency for soins nf the Junior Choir, Thursday ..Y:00 p. m.
7:00 p. m.
most substantial old linu firo insur- Senior Choir, Friday
Our services deal with Christianity
ance companies. Doughton Land
in its practical aspect. Men say it is
Company.
"real religion." If you want to hear
your auto in a plain, simple message of truth, a
Cornell will
first class shape. Have it done now message which calls men to the prac
g tical needs of the world, In Christ's
before the spring ruth, csrner
name and for His sake, come to the
and Hagerman.

CHURCHES

, Mid-wee- k

12-2t-

,

Gid-din-

I

Christian church.

BIG DRIVE FOR

Chas. D. I'oston, Minister.

SPRING TIRE BUSINESS

!

PIANO TUNING Satisfaction guaranteed br no money accepted. Electric and automatic player repairing.
I tune pianos for $3.60. Satisfactory
R. J. Harris, phono No.
references.

C. A. Mischke of El Taso is In
Clovis to put on a demonstration of
Firestone tires for Jno. F. Taylor
Tire & Battery Co. Mr. Taylor will
have a number of displays of Fire232.
stone products at different places in
the town and will open the spring tire
L. C. Shcllmun and W. A. Sbcllmnn business with a big sale.

from Missouri, purchased a half section of land through Reagan Land
Miss Mattie Bell underwent as opCompany this week. The Messrs. eration for appendicitis at the
Shellman expect to put in 'about 300
hospital this week.
acres of wheat and really get in the
Everything for the Auto and Tracgame.
tor. Service ANY place, ANY time.
The green bug scare has passed; Our prices arc right. Try us Electhe hail season is now upon us; we tric Filling Station. Fhonc 64. 210tfc
have good strong companies that pay;
The ladies of the Christian church
insure that wheat now. Clovis Abstract and InsurancCCo., successor to met at the home of Mrs. G. H. Watson Thursday for an all day meeting.
Baker Bros.
The ladies met at the Christian church
Everything for the Auto and Trac where cars took them out to the Wattor. Service ANY place, ANY time. son home. Their husbands came out
Our prices are right. Try us Elec in time for lunch and they had a regtric Filling Station. Phone 64. 210tfc ular picnic dinner. After dinner the
businss meeting was held.
Don't risk your property without
Some diamonds are worthless, also
Wo repsufficient fire Insurance.
grades of coal. The best coal
several
resent some of the best companies.
Is the cheapest.
We have it. Lane
Dough on Land Co.
& Son Grain Co.
c

WANTED Three uiifurnishe.
for light housekeeping. 1!
Ian at News oficc.
ft
Dr. T. E. Presley of Roswl
cialist eye, ear, nose and thri
be in Clovis at the Baptist;!
from the 4th to the 8th it
month
il

U

WANTED Clean cotton fngl
News office.
i
MAY LOCATE HERE
Mr. T. A. Quirk of Dcnvei
who has been in .our city fori

three weeks, left Sunday to
a large sale in a nearby town.;
The success of the big saU
Clovis Furniture & UndertaM
which he managed, and the tej
for Mr. A. Wiedmnnn, which
pared, only proves his abilij

sales manager and that he j
ered one of the best men in tj
in his line. He has worked Iq
all the middle west, centrali
em and eastern states and il
worker, and knows his busin
He is thinking of locating!
nentlp In Clovis and the many:
he has made here are hoping!
i i
decide to do so.
1

l

SECOND SECTION

Oldest Established Paper in Curry County
THE CLOVIS NEWS,

VOL. 14, NUMBER 40.

Steam Power Innovation
of Clovis,
has invented an innovation in the
way of a steam engine. The engine,
which hai six cylinders, promises to
revolutionize steam locomotion and is
applicable to autos also. Mr. Holding-hause- n
has been working on this invention for sometime and a company
has been organized to promote the
invention. Besides Mr. Holdinghausen, C. A. Scheurich, Dr. H. A. Miller
and A. L. Gurley are interested in
the proposition. "A recent issue of the

,

M. Holdinghausen,

THURSDAY,

Paper of U. fl. Land Office
$2.00 PER YEAR

MARCH 31, 1921.

Fuel and water
Mr. Holdinghausen says, every eco- pressure to 5,500 pounds without ac the deepest mud.
nomy in operation that may be desir- cident and he figures that the mark supplies automatically are controlled
ed by the individual who is looking for of 1,000 pounds less is absolutely when one goes up the other goes down

Govts Engineer Invents
W.

Official

Wichita Eagle had the following to
say about the new invention:
"If plans perfected by W. M. Holdinghausen, a Santa Fe locomotive engineer, proves all he expects he has an
engine that will revolutionize steam
power.
It is known as the Holdinghausen steam motor and is appliable
to any character of motive power,
from 'a light automobile to the heav
iest stutionury or locomotive engine.
"The inventor has just perfected
his third model, a 70 horse power machine, which was constructed by the
Brooks Machine company. There is,

without interference of human hand.
cheaper motive power. The most dis- safe.
21 Sections of Tubes.
"Mr! Holdinghausen and A. L, Gurtinctive feature and one that those
who have seen the new engine, de"Tublar steam systems have proved ley, sales manager, left Friday night
clare is a marvel of construction, is the only safe method, Mr. Holding- for Chicago and Racine, Wisconsin, DuMtUfactkm Over Different Probthe fact that the new machine has hausen maintains. In his new engine, where they plan to complete organizalems of Railway Industry Seem
six cylinders, instead of the conven- he provides for 21 sections of tubes, tion of a company that will build a
To Be Nation-widtional two that is found In the engine, with ten tubes in each section, which million dollar factory in Wichita for
cither stationary of locomotive, of makes a total of 210 tubes. Each one making the engines. Officers of the
Washington, D. C. A comprehentoday.
has a double wall and the steam power company are H. A. Miller, Clovis, New sive
examination of railway cor.di-tioWork in Relief.
is augmented by the fact that heat Mexico, president; C. A. Scheurich,
was begun by the administra"Whiltf three of these cylinders are penetrates the space between the Clovis, vice president and treasurer, tion this week with a view to formu- at work, the other three arc Idle, al tubes, as well as surrounding the out"
""Ml...:... t I ,lmle '"0B,U," 4U' '""
Holdinghausen. It is expected
?. !
though as fast as one is released from side.
wny rehabilitation,
"Fuel, according to Mr. Holding- definite announcement of plans for
service, another enters on the job.
For more than an hour President
The six cylinders eliminate many of hausen, is a quantity of little consid- thc factory will be announced follow
Harding
discussed the problem with
ing
sales
the
and
inventor
return
of
in
engine.
his
eration in the operation of
the drawbacks that are encountered
anwas
his cubinet, and later it
the old tvne of engine. In the first In the 70 horse power type which he manager from their trip east."
nounced that he would call into confac
the
Brooks
jar
at
exhibition
nor
knock
is
on
has
neither
place, there
sultation within the next few days
in the mechanism. In the next place, tory, he burns out two gallons of disthe chairman of the interstate comBE
by reason of automatic control and tillate, which at the current retail
merce commission ami the railway
gallon.
cents
per
is
seven
revolutions
price,
but
the unlimited number of
labor
board. Conferences with railthe engine is capable of making in a As distillate Is the lowest and cheap
ABLE TO GET ALONG way managers and employes are exgiven length of time, together with est grade of fuel, the promoters of
pected to follow in timo to permit
cheap fuel and general non resintencc, the Holdinghausen motor figure that
action at the coming special session
it runs with the evenness and accu- they have solved the heating problem. Over 600,000,000 in Income Tax Hal
of congress.
grades
of
higher
explained
device.
is
bearing
It
that
racy of a ball
Been Collected So Far DurDiscussion at the cabinet meeting
"Coupled with the fitness claimed hcBt units arc more desirable, but that
ing This Year.
was only a preliminary and indecisfor the Holdinghausen engine, is the it works perfectly with the low grade.
ive character, but there were indica
"The engine, by actual denvonstra.
absolute safety with which it is opeWashington, March 21. Approxi tions that the chief executive and his
rated. It is said by those interested in tion In the presence of an Eagle roe.
by official advisors were much concerned
promoting the enterprise that explos- chanical man, may be reversed as of mately $600,000,000 was collected
ten as desired and the demonstra the government in income and profits over information which so far has
ion of the boiler equipment is an
safety with which it is operata-n- tion was of frcnuent changes with taxes up to last Saturday night, ac come into their possession. Since it
Monday to the took up the reins of authority, the ad
reasonable limit to steam pressure out shutting off the steam. This cording to reports
The amount is $100,000,-00- 0 ministration has heard rumblings of
that may be maintained. This pres cannot be said of any other class of treasury.
of the estimate made by Secre- dissatisfaction from muny sources,
sure has been run up to 5,500 pounds engine placed on the market to date,
according to Mr. Holdinghnuscn, and The engine is for all purposes of lo tary Mellon for the March 15 returns the roads cdmplnining of inadequate
comotion from the smallest pump to and was the limit expected by offic- income, the employes protesting
may he raised much higher.
the ios, in view of changed conditions in against impending wage reductions,
"Tcnsil strength of the boiler has the automobile, the heavy truck,
the country.
shippers asking reduction in freight,
been tested bv cold water pressure locomotive, or the propeller of a ti
and in some cases the general public
was
collected
About
plant
$850,000,000
power
tantic
which stood a maximum of 3,000,
appealing for better service.
quar
same
government
the
by
for
the
Appliable to Autos.
pounds to the square inch. It in a law
All "f these points of dissatisfac- ter a year ago but the showing so far
authe
to
be
appliable
is
may
"Especially
it
cent
per
50
of tihvsics that
are to be examined in the adthis
tion
for
regarded
as
excellent
was
He
says
added to cold water strength of iron, tomobile, the inventor claims.
inquiry.
It is underministration
reports
quarter.
on
the
Complete
which in this instance would indicate an auto equipped with the Holding-tha- t
general increase in
a
stood
be
available
that
will
not
collected
amount
making
of
capable
is
any
motor
hausen
4,500 is a safe pressure. At
freight rates has been advised against.
rate the inventor has raised his steam any speed and cannot be stalled in for several days.
e.
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Vhich Costs More?
HAIL INSURANCE
AND NOT NEED IT
-- OR

TO HAVE

HAIL INSURANCE
AND NOT HAVE IT

TO NEED

INSURE YOUR WHEAT NOW WITH

Clovis Abstract and

Insurance Co.
Successor to Baker Bros.

J

New Mexico

Clovis,

o

NEW SPRIN G

1

i

A AD

I

FOR MEN

hfi)

m

Kirschbaum Suits for Men
and Tailoring.
fll

I

Spring Prices are not only LOWER; but the VALUES are by

far GREATER.

4 Your special

Men's Hats

FINE IMPORTED AND DOMESTIC

$2.00
TO $6.00

Madras, Poplin, Pongee and Pure Linen
Shirts in all approved patterns attached and
detachable collars.

ATTRACTIVE DESIGNS
35c to $2.50

FELTS
in

MADRAS

And too, they're Ide Shirts.

attention is called to men's and young men's suits

'at $25.00 to $50.00

Men's Shirts

SPRING NECKWEAR

the Foremost, in Style, Fabrics,

STRAWS

PANAMAS

Men's Underwear
The New

the newest models

VERY MODERATELY PRICED
You must see these hats to appreciate
their quality and attractive styling.

Men's Oxfords

$10.00 per pair

Twin-Butto-

Athletic Union

n

$1.50
Athletic garments for kiddies and both
athletic and knit garments for men.
B. V. D.,, Dixie and Cooper's
75c, $1.00, $1.25, $1.50 and $2.50

W. I. LUIKART & CO.

HOLEPROOF

HOSIERY

ALL COLORS
50c to $1.25

THE CL0VI3 NEWS.

A Friend

of tha Family

Over fifty years ago a young
phymcian practiced widely in
Pennsylvania and became famous
for his uniform success in the
curing of disease. This was Dr.
It. V. Pierce who afterwards
established himself in Buffalo, N.
'
Y., and placed one of his prescriptions, which he called his "Golden
Medical Discovery," in the drug
tores of the United States so that
the public could easily obtain this
very remarkable tonic, corrective,
Dr. Pierce
and blood-make- r.
.manufactured this "Discovery"
'from roots and barks without
alcohol a corrective remedy, the
ingredients of which nature had
put in the fields and forests, for
keeping us healthy. Introduce
pure red blood into tho system,
and health is assured. When you
out of sorts, blue
feel
and despondent try tho energizing influence of this reliable tonic.
You can obtain (ioldon Medical
Discovery in tablet or liquid form
at all drug stores, or send 10 for
a trial purkajw to Dr. Pierce's
Laboratory in Hud'ulo, N. V.
run-dow- n,

RANCHVALE NEWS

Junior W outliers has been very sick
on account of blood poisoning from a
scratch on his hitml.
Vernon Tate's baby bus been ill
with the whooping cough.
Miss Mnttic Bell whs operated on lit
the Baptist Horpitul in Clovis last
Saturday far appendicitis. She is
reported recovering nicely.
Mr. Kelley has an attack of appendicitis.
Mr. Frank Groves' present illness
threatens to be a case of typhoid
fever.
Miss I.ula Mitchell is spending a
few weeks with her parents who live
here.
Misses Mozer and Forest attended
the teachers meeting at Claud last
Saturday.

Miss Mabel Steed spent Saturday
and Sunday in Clovis.
The Easter program was postponed
on account of the blizzard. Yet the
kiddies did not postpone the egg business. It was enjoyed on Monday at
school. Many a swap and gift was
made and even some of tho teachers
were favored.
A letter from Mr. and Mrs. J ,B.
Hendrix, now of Knox City, Texas,
tells us that they like their new home
but remember
their Ranchvale
friends. We think that by next Christmas you'll think so much of us that
you'll return.
Mr. Acio Lyman, of Colorado, is
visiting his sister, Mrs. Frank Groves.
After receiving on Wednesday night
the telegram announcing the death
of Sam Groves, he started Immediately for Clovis, arriving about four
o'clock Friday mor'ing.

Our Sam.
Last Wednesday at noon our community was Bhocked by the report
that Sam Groves, who had been ill
three weeks with typhoid fever, could
live but a few hours.
Attentive nursing and skilled medical treatment failed, his delicate constitution could not battle with the
malignant type. The relapse brought
death's messenger as the sun went
down Wednesday.
The body was taken to Steed's undertaking parlors and kept there until Friday noon, and then brought to
the Ranchvale Auditorium where funeral services were conducted by
Bro. Hatfield.
John F. Taylor sang,
by special request, "Tell Mother I'll
Be There."
Sam was one of our high school
boys, n working member in our Sunday school, nineteen years old, bad
been a follower of Christ five years,
and was not ashamed to point the
way to others.
The school and Sunday school
placed on bis pearly gray casket beautiful garlands of flowers. More than
200 attended his funeral here and
burial in Clovis cemetery. Th's speaks
for the boy who had been among us
two years.
How Our Boy will be missed by us
and the fond parents and loving
brothers and sisters! But like him
may we be.
"When our summons comes to join
that innumerable caravan to go sustained and soothed by an infaltcring
trust," then
"Shall we not see thee waiting stand,
And, white against the evening star,
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The welcome of thy beconlng hand."
L. M. S.

.

Card of Thanks.
We wish to thank the people of
Ranchvale and all others who were so
kind to us in our saddest hour of beAlthough our son and
reavement.
brother has departed this earthly
home, we know that he has gone to a
place where sorrow will be no more.
May God's richest blessings be with
us
those who so willingly offered
words of comfort and consolation in
the loss of our beloved one.
F. M. Groves and family.

A

N POLICY
6f vast interest to the people

of Curry
and surroudding counties:

Every native born American Is a
potential president in the making.
But calm your fears it takes a deal
of making to land him in the White
House.

Our Big Sale, which is still to be continued, proved such a
tremendous success, and so many people took advantage of our
LOW CASH PRICES, that it has convinced us that the best way
to serve the buying public is to

1

We Sell

SKINNER'S
Tha Higheit Grade Macaroni.
Noodlaa, and
othar Macaroni products.

Spaghettl,Ef(

Stallings' Grocery

eMANGE

Make Every Day a Sale Day and to Sell
for Cash On a Cash Basis

J
J

t

Everyone knows that a Time Payment or Credit House has
to get (in order to stay in business) very large profits to pay the
cost of carrying accounts, to make up for losses accruing from
damage to merchandise they are forced to take
back, etc., and that the ones who ."do pay" have also to "pay" for
he ones wlio "ilo not pay," nml this is not fair to llic ones who pov
cash, so our new policy is to do a CASH BUSINESS. To sell for
CASH on the VERY LOWEST MARGIN possible, which will enable U3 to sell at from 25 ',r to 50'. i. under the credit or

non-payment-

o

o
o
dfl

O

&

1

CD

to

Ct

H

time-payme-

Clovis Marble Works

houses.
The people of this vicinity convinced U3 during this Big Sale
that they were tired of paying the long credit prices and were
glad to save so much by paying cash. Not one, but scores of
f.eople told us this.
So from now on our motto will be "SMALL PROFITS

Continues to Grow
Dad Dwight, proprietor
of the
Clovis Marble Works, hns a large
itoek of monuments and grave markers from $20.00 up to $50.00. He now
has another engraver to help givii you
'pick service. Ho has r.o agents ar.d
can cive the customer tho advantage

ON GUARANTEED

FURNITURE TO SATISFIED

CUSTO-

MERS.

f the road man's fees. See him soon
as he is thinking of moving his ynrd
to a better place then you will have
stones from
3 buy your grave
profiteering agent.

CkBH

FOE!

We are going to "let theother fellow" get "the long profits"
and carry accounts on his books.
But you who wish to make your dollars have more purchasing
power, and save a big interest on your money, come to us with the
CASH and we will convince you.

Come See the Large
Stock of Marble

The Only Low Price Cash Furniture House

A Vacuum Cleaner

in Clovis
OUR LOW CASH PRICES IN EFFECT DURING OUR BIG
SALE ARE TO BE CONTINUED.

Saves Work For The Housewife

Buy From Us Pay Cash and Save

The daily cleaning is what takes the housewife's
time. as well as her energy. The spring wjnds bring
extra work for the housewife that is made easy by
the use of the

i

Clovis Furniture & Undertaking Company

S

208-10-1-

South Main

2

St

Clovis, N. M.

()(a
T0RRINGT0N ELECTRIC
FRIO ITEMS

VACUUM CLEANER

There were several visitors at the
egg hunt Friday evening given at the
school house. All repotted a very
good time.
, We are sorry to hear of Mr. Tern
Clark being 'is sick. We hope to
hear he is better soon.
On account of the cold weather
there was no Sunday school Sunday,
hut everyone is invited to come next
Sunday.
Several from here were at the
teachers meeting held. at Claud Saturday. We wish to thank the people
of Claud for the splendid dinner.
Mr. Bob Don eh ay and family spent
Sunday with his brother, John Done-ha-

It costs very little to operate the Torrington Cleaner
which we believe to be the best cleaner on the

market.

It cleans your rugs quickly, easily and thoroughly.

y.

We will be glad to tell you more about it and show
you how thoroughly it works.

Miss Ruby Rose called on Miss May
Davis Friday evening.
We are glad to know that little
Wilma Turner is better and we hope
the other Turner baby will be well
at the next writing.
Mr. E. E. Bowiett had the misfortune of getting hit house destroyed
by fire lust Thursday night.

borne
Hardware Company
.

Roberts-Dea- r

Oklahoma boards of county commissioners are authorized to lease,
rent or donate any room in their control for tho use of tho American Legion, according to the terms of a bill
passed by the state legislature.

23

Try a Clovis News Classified Ad.
phono 87.

Try them

i

f

PORTALES PAPER FAVORS
him the senatorial toga
BRATTON FOR SENATE
In the olden duys during a cricia
the people chose the man. This was
In September the' people of New a wise rule. Today we
need more
Mexico will have the opportunity of of this choosing the man and the
voting on a constitutional amendment News believes that Judge Bratton is
and ul so in voting for a United Stutpg the right man for this place. PorS'Mii'.tor to fill the place now occupied tales News.
by Holm O. Bursum by appointment.
More -- than 1,000 new members
Will they submit t boss rule, or
were obtained for the American Lewill they elect a man of the people gion
in Virginia during the last two
whom they can depend on to repremonths in spile of unfavorable agrisent the people.
cultural and industrial conditions.
At the present time there is not a
man in New Mexico who is better
ROOFING
(Itinlifiod for this place than Judge
There is no time like the present to
Sam G. Bratton, who is now holding fix that old leaky roof. See
District Court in Portalcs. There is
Construction Company for
not a Democrat in the state who has all kinds of built-u- p
roofing and recleaner record and the confidence pairing. Room 20, Barry Building,
Judge
Bratton. Clovis, N. M,
of both parties than
Then why not the people of New
News Classified Ads bring results.
Mexico call on the Judge and offer
Brown-Thomps-

Clovis Furniture & Undertaking Co.
S. Main

Street.

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
Telephones Day, 67; Night, 14 and 203
AMBULANCE SERVICE
C. V. STEED. Manager

Undertaking Parlors 112 West Grand Ave.

THE CLOVIS 'NEWS.
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Short 8ermen Not Oollvorod From
Pulpit but Deserving of Youth's
x
Serious Consideration.

Attention

Have attractive proposition on Dort cars
for either dealer or individual buyer.

If

in--

'

terested and we close a deal for one or a
dozen cars your fare will be refunded to you.
X
m

Quaile Motor Sales Cc.
x

-

AMARILLO

-

TEXAS

ti44i4t4i,1.i.i
LANE

"WRONG

SONS GRAIN COMPANY

&

Tour
TO GET IN ON

THIS

VI

Big Money Saving Shoe Sale
Don't .wait until the last day if you can possibly get in before.
BUY NOW if you want real Bargains in shoes.
BUY BEFORE our lines become broken.
BUY WHILE you can get what you want at the price you want.
This is a Shoe Event that will linger long in the memory of
the people of this vicinity.
All our stock of High Grade Shoes are included in this Sale.
A wonderful opportunity to get GOOD SHOES at SACRI- FICE PRICES.

a

The well known FLORSHEIM SHOE for men, The famous
RED CROSS SHOES for ladies; a large assortment of BOYS'
DRESS and WORK SHOES; a big new line of Children's and
Misses PUMPS and OXFORDS which just arrived last Saturday.
ALL ARE INCLUDED IN THIS BIG
SALE.

BED"

STOCK-REDUCIN-

g
jg

PUT OFF UNTIL TOMORROW
BUT COME TODAY AND GET YOUR SHARE OF THESE
DON'T

Superstition Had to Do With
Setting Foot on the Floor
When Arising.

WAIT-DO- N'T

p

WONDERFUL SHOE BARGAINS.

Our Motto:
The Price Is The Thing'

In olden days It was believed to he
very bad luck fb see the new moon re.
.1
fleeted In a looking glass or window
pane. Mirrors were regarded by our
'
sell
before
us
you
fflefc'
forefathers as the must effective
'
means of divining secrets. There Is a
W. LANE, Manager
tradition that the gunpowder plot was
discovered by Pr. John Dee, n famous
magician of that time, with his magic
--- -1
mirror. There Is much curious folkFAMOUS ARTISTS COMING ,
chest nil accompaniment. The novelty lore about the bed. Hcdsteads were
instrumental numbers arc ulsn inter always placed pnralUl to the plank
Ladies' Columbia Symphony Orches- esting, and the program is arranged! of the floor, as It was considered nn
the hoards.
tra will Present Soprano Dancer to nlease all classes of music lovers. I'"')- to sleep across
Is a belief among the Hindus
There
orcheswho
know
about
the
Those
and Several Instrumental Soloists.
those who sleep with their heads
tra consider Clovis lucky in having that
to the north will have their days
The Ladies' Columbia Symphony tlium appear here, as heretofore they shortened. Yet some people say tliey
Orchestra which will appear at the have appeared only in the larger always sleep sounder when their l.eads
Lyceum Theatre Friday, April 1st, is cities, and coming to Clovis only to are placed to the north, and a Scot
one of the most unique orchestras break their long jump to the coast. tish physician once declared that,
wliich has ever appeared m the United The orchestra travels in their own when he failed by every prescription
children, he
States or Canada, It has a woman private sleeper, and are making their to bring sleep tn invalid
beds be turned due
their
recommended
have
and
tolir,
conductor, Mine. Frances Knight, who first
north and snail?. The phrase "to get
is a very distinguished musician, and achieved splendid success everywhere out of lied the wrong way" originated
the entire personnel of the orchestra they have appeared,
In nn undent superstition which re
They will jjivj ho'.h a matinee am' garded It as unlucky to place the left
is made up of young lady musicians.
Their program is a particularly evening per'mnnce here with a com-happ- y foot first on the ground when getting
and versatile one, and includes plete change of program each pcr-voc- out of bed

A

'

8

Ancient

Implements, Coal and Grain
"i

SIDE OF THE

1921.

Saturday, April 2, is

I

Boy, It gives mo considerable pnlu when I discover that ynu
ore putting on airs mill endeavoring
by the wjty yuu walk ni)il talk to Impress people with your own Impor
tance. For as I see life It Is tip
credit to the duck thpt swims,
or to the songbird that sings; wherefore should the young man who has
been endowed with brains make boast
that he uses them? That wlilch is
natural to man should In no way be
made to appear unnatural.
Don't strut and pose, as one tlint Is
better tlinn another. For In what Is
natural to you, you may excel, but
what li natural to another would
make you appear ridiculous. The actor boasting because he acts would
be like a flsh making much of the
fact that he can live under water.
Take this tip from me take pride
In your work, but be not proud that
It Is you who accomplishes It. It Is
one thing to deserve praise, hut
to Insist on getting "it And keep
this truth forever tn mind, since ono
man Is given the gift to play the violin, and another to write nnd another
to pnlnt nnd still others arc endowed
with strength for heavy tasks, nnd
cithers to lay brick for houses, he who
does his best In the work he Is Oiled
to do has no rlcht to lord It over his
neighbor who is nerving the world In
his way. To brag that you have brali.s
and use them Is like bragging that
you have lungs which Inhale and
hale and eves that see anil a heart
that bents. Detroit Kree Tress.
On Vanity

Please

gl.

,()jl)()()()

LITTLE DISCOURSE OF WORTH

Remember, Saturday, April 2, Is the Last
Day of Sale. So Hurry!

"

s

tS2
v

selections by Genevieve Gilbert,
soprano; dances by Miss Dorothy
ranging from Russian Ballet to
to Toe Dancing, each dance given in
gorgeous costume and with full or- Vol-ke-

We SeU

SKINNER'S

'

J

The Highest Grade Macaroni,
and
Spaghetti, Egg Noodles,
other Macaroni products.

Clovis

Store

X

The afternoon perform
fonnance.
ance will be .arranged to appeal par
First Aid for Scalds.
tirularly to the children, although oldIt depends on the promptness with
er folks will also find a great deal of which a scald is given proper treat-renenjoyment in hearing it.
whether or not there will be blisters1 nnd sore places afterward.
A new alcohol called "Pctrohol" is
A scalded hand or font should be
It can he pro- - plunged Immediately Into a bath of
made from oil gases.
or grain warm water and baking soda In the
dueed cheaper that wood
alcohol and used for any purpose to proportion of a lenspoonful of the
which these two are adapted except soda to a pint of water. Leave the
affected part in this solution nntil the
medicines.
pnln leaves. If n part of tho body
lie placed In the basin of
News Classified Ads hnnir results. that cannot
' water or scalded,
the chest, or the
back, or the thigh, wrap the scalded
parts with a cloth saturated with the
Itenew until the sting Is resolution.
DR. L. M. BIGGS
moved. Then cover with carbolated
Veterinary Surgeon
vaseline nnd apply a bandage over
Thone 3,1 1
this to keep tile air out.
Clovis, New Mexico
If tills treatment Is npplled at once
..
the scnldid part will heal In a short
t,

'

J:a,'PJ d!rft- TUB PLACE TO BUY YOUR SHOES
CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO
x

.

C. Prady.
anyone else?
Mrs. W", U. Donnelly culled on Mrs.
W. W. Smith called at tho Harper
O'Harra and Miss Boyd one duy fast home Sunday eve.
week.
No one on the sick list.
She was accompanied by herJ
pastor.
Mother Goose,
L.

4
ROSE

VALLEY ITEMS

'
.Mrs. J. P. Harper and Crystal June
were visitors at the home of Mrs. T.
C. Greathouse Monday.
The O'Harra and Boyd ranch and
Mr. L. C. Brady have installed phones:
lately. We understand others will
join a little later.
The Hightower corn sholler passed
through this neighborhood and shelled
corn for S. W. Kent, E. 0. Kirk audi

J. P. Harper and family spent
Thursday at their old home in the
Brian neighborhood.
The Micks family who live on the
farm of 0. E. Kirk are reported to
have a case of small pox.
Several from this neighborhood are
planning on visiting the market in
Clovis in the next few days.
We had our Easter blizzard. Did

!
:

The modern girl is as bright, as
clear and as uncompromising as an
electrict light; the old fashioned,
clinging iir was like wax candles and
a log fire, awfully fuscinuting and al- luring, but a lot of troublo and re- sponsibility.

I

Patronize our advertisers.

,

liRr

time.

ffiriw'www

This question is too large to settle in print. Let
together and settle it in our store.
get
us
V want our customers tu understand that they
are perfectly welcome to compare, e.xaiiiinp, criticise
and ndniire to their heart's extent.
We .have p large stock nnd there arc many beau
til'iil alternatives.
Therefore we say" look before you buy" and if
you buy here we guarantee you satisfaction.

UJlWbffe
til

vi."

"Cleopatra's Needles."
Cleopatra's needles are two Egyptian obelisks of red syenites, which
were transported from Hellopolls to
Alexandria 14 It. C where they re-

THE UNIVERSAL CAR
A TRUCK FOR CITY, FARM AND INTERURBAN

mained until 1S77, when they were presented to the governments of Orent
Britain nnd the I'nlied Slates by the
Khedive Ismail Pasha. They bear Inscriptions of Thotluaes III., about
II, One
1500 B. C, nnd Barneses
stands on the Thames embankment,
London, the other In Central park,
New York city. This one Is about CO
feet high; the huso Is seven feet seven Inches xomiro and weighs --"00 tons.

DELIVERIES
In the few vears it lias been on lu market, the Ford One-To- n
Hie past year,
Truck lias mounted rapidlv 1o popularity.
of the total number of rucks sold in 1lie
d
more than
Trucks. It is ft record of
United States, were Ford One-To- n
merit.
demonstrated
achievement made entirely on
on the farm, m the
used
been
lias
Wherever Hie Ford Truck
have made it a
simplicity
nnd
service
economical
city, its sure,
wholesaler,
the rethe
for
necessity
is
a
it
todav
that
So
success.
tor
hauling
economical
tailer, the farmer. It'offcrs efficient and
tires.
Pneumatic
evcrv business. Demountable Kims and
n
Truck costs less to buy than any other
The Ford
truck; it costs less to operate and less to maintain. Added to this,
is the For I service organization; spare parts and Ford mechanics
are always convenient and ready to keep the Ford Truck on the
iob The Ford Truck cuts delivery osts. Hecituse of lncreasiii"-demandorders should be placed without delay. We will fiive you
prompt attention. If vou have any doubts on the subject drop
in to any of the undersi.'r.ied Authorized Ford Dealers and pet
further facts.
1

Dui-iiij- ;

'

Pocket Book Strangely Lost
young woman dropped her pnefc
et book containing $10 down the ele
vator Rhaft of a Hartford, Conn., bust.
Thorough search was
ness building.
made for It, but the pocket book was
not found until two months luter. It
was resting on the elevator weight, so
thnt when the elevator went dowu the
pocket book went up, and It was discovered by accident by a man who
was looking down the elevator well
from the top story to seo If the car
was coining up.
A

Odessa's Fine Harbor..
TJio harbor of Odessa, in south Russia, la formed by several stone piers
and a long breakwater nnd Is protected In every direction. It Is the
only port In southern Bussln where
ships drawing 80 feet can come directly to the docks, and the docks are
large and better equipped than those
of any other Black sea port. The
depth Is 3ft feet on one side and 13 to
17 on the other.

1

oiie-1liir-

One-To-

,

JONES & LINDLEY, Agents
Operating Highway Garage

1

'
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.
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tHE
bobbed hair. Miss Horn also attended
the meeting. Other members of the
faculty were unable to attend because
of the wreck on the street car lino.
The bobbed hair rnge is sweeping
down with great pace. Almost all of
the girls hnve succumbed.
The baseball boys gave a pie supper Friday night for the benefit of
their club. They made about ninety
dollars.
Blanche Trowor who has been seriously ill with pneumonia is now recovering and we hope to have her
back in school in a few days.
Agnes Osborne and Dennis Bowen
are back in school again.

BELLVIEW SCHOOL NOTES

School work is going off with the

greatest zest now as nil fully realise
the necessity of work these lust few
weeks.
Mrs. Dura nri came out one day lust
week and organized the club work
for this summer. There are about
fifty members of the club this year,
All are anxious to fret to work and
only a few are dreading the records
this year. There are five stnndurd
clubs. The following officers were
chosen :
Chairman, Aurvil Rose; vice chair
man, Elmur Witherspoon; secretary,
Tama Haris. Officers of the cooking
club are, president, Celestia Bainum;
vice president, Mac Brown; Secretary,
Agnes Briscol.
Sewing Club; president, Agnei
Osborne;
Thelma Hall; secretary, Virginia Moore.
Canning club; president
Aurvil
Rose, vice president, Tama Harris,
secretary, Myrtle Price.
Pig Club; president, Arbie Miller,
vice president, Rufus Rutherford;
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G rocenes and. Meats

FARM NOTES
Seven farmers of the Moye community have decided to grow corn in
competition with the boys' corn club
of that community. Moye is working
for a big display of corn at the Curry
County Fair. Now is a good time for
each community to plan for crops
that will make good exhibits this fall.

vice-pre-

secretary,

CLOVIS NEWS.

PuriMPc.

E. T. McDowell.

Hail Insurance Meeting.
Maize Club; Presidunt, Winfred
The Forrest Farmers Mutual Hail
Witherspoon; vice president, Elmer
Witherspoon ; secretary Cleo Lierd. Insurance-- Association is conducting
y
meeting at Forrest on SatDoc Miller is the leadoj' for the an
urday, April 2nd.' Grain growers will
boys and Miss Wingo for the girls.
The program given by the Dramatic be interested in knowing what the
club Friday afternoon was very good. association plans will be for the 1 921
It wus full of pep nnd ga that which season.
characterizes a good program. The
Support Your Farm and Home.
ixth, seventh and eighth grades were
In one section of Curry County
visitors.
Other visitors were: Mr.
Miller and Mr. Witherspoon.
The where the farmers are depending on
Dramatic club has decided to give its wheat entirely, the county agent re-- j
open program six weeks from t h is cently made, a survey of what it
Friday, that is, Friday, May (Uh. The, would cost to grow wheat, and what
two plays to be given are "The Kain-- j profit the farmers could expect to!
bow Kimonu" and
Makes make from v. heat in that community.
"Pultv
It was found that where nothing but jl
Things Hum."
.Morning exercises the Inst week wheat was grown in this community,
were conducted by the three High the farm will have to produce twenty
School grades. Each tried to outdo bushels per acre in order to make
the other. Their exercises were very wheat a paying crop. These farmers jut
good even if one girl did get scared are naturally interested in heller
wheat prices, better roads and cheapnnd was late.
'
Bobbie McKinley is slowly recov- er methods ol marketing and hauling
their grain. In addition to this, formering nnd we hope to have Mr.
ers need a variety of crops. Every
buck by next week,
1.1 La ... n.ino a. At an,ii4 'I
Miss Klotz, together with some of I
by growing hogs, poul- - l
ing
possible
as
the pupils, attended the teacher's
I...,. iiiiu
.....I .. ., - lU
i..:
mum,
meeting at Claud Saturday. They re- iII.v, uiuiy
to
y
demands
meet
the
crops
riety
of
nenr-lWe
very
port a wonderful time.
lost one of our boys, however, when of the home and farm live stock. The
he became entrapped in a sedan car, crops marketed will then prove a
with greater profit.
Jhe enchantress being a

(22

all-da-
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We will fill any advertised price for Cash if
jA
!
I
tr
i
ti
we nave
uie arucies aaverusea.t
rrompt
Delivery Service, if that means anything tov
you.
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In ordeir to develop a community
one of the first things to do is to

I

& pr
For
Torpid
Liver ml
"Black-Draug-

Is, ln

ht

iitjt ui'uiiuii, U(C ue&i iivci

medicine on the market,"
H. While-sid- e,
of Keoln, (Jkla. She
continues: "I had a pain
in my chest after eating--tigh- t,
uncomtorlable Icel-in- K
and this was very

states Mrs.

fcod

Jj !v,

;
'

V

blOullt

on headache. I was constipated and knew it was
indigestion and inactive
liver. I began the use of
Black-Draueniaht and
morning, and it sure is
splendid and certainly

gives reuel."

M l
Mil

IAUGI1

VIIV, bwicu lUIIUC, Ul
riness, constipation, bitter taste, sleeplessness,

lack of energy, pain In
back, puffiness under the
eyes-a-ny
or all ol these
symptoms often indicate
that there is something
the matter with your
liver. You can't be too
careful about the medicine you take. Be sure
that liie name, "Thedford's
is
on the package. At all
druggists.

Accept Only
the Genuine.

5'
-

J

v

A

--

MME. FRANCES KNIGHT
Conductor Ladies' Columbia Symphony

LACK- For over seventy years
this purely vegetable
orcparation Itas been
found beneficial by thou- sands of persons suffer- ing from effects of a lor- P'd or slow-actin- g
liver.
Indigestion, biliousness,

:?

'

rW3

Thedford's

rH3t

S

.
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r

l.
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get together so as to understand your
neighbors in that community, and
your mutual problems. The develop- ment of a community telephone sys
tern is a good point for a community
to develop.

There are fifteen lessons in the course,
tw0 aniy 0f w)icn muy be lmssC() ny
those wishing to take the examination
for the certificate. Some of the shorter lessons will be given together so
as to get through sooner. Half the
lessons will be on Outlook Club days,
so c'ub members not tuking the course
may watch and listen during the class
to their gain. All arc welcome.
CLAUD NOTES
4
The first class meeting is Wednesday, April fith, at 2 p. m so everyone, whether club member or not,
Miss May Webb nnd Mr. Wesley
who wishes to take the Red Cross
Johnson were married in Hereford,
course, try to be present at Mrs. Put
Texas, Wednesday. They motored to
mntecr s sure,
lhe course tee is
Hereford nnd after the ceremony
$1.00 from each person tuking the
in
tln:ir
went on a short wedding trip
course nnd receiving the lesson book.
car, visiting Amnrillo and Tucuni-car- i. Miss Wilis, uses the nnncy to pro- They arrived home Sunday.
cure the books. Even if you cannot
Monday evening a crowd of young attend every lesson, the book alone
people churivaried the 4ride and
and the few lessons you can attend
groom. Mr. Johnson wus prepared
are worth far more than tlje dollar.
with plenty of cigars and chocolates
Teachers Institute
couple
are
guests.
young
The
the
for
The Teacher's Institute which met
residing at present with Mr. John- at Claud Saturday, March 20th, was
son's parents, just north of Running a decided success. The ladies of the
Water Draw. They have the congra- community served dinner which was
tulations and be?t wishes of a host of spread on long tables in front of the
friends for a long and happy married school house. It was one of the finest
life.
dinners ever served and how every
Arland Baker, grandson of Mr. and
Mrs. Devers, who joined the army
several months ago, Is stationed in
STRIPES AND PLAITS
He writes that he has
Honolulu,
gained so much in health and weighs
:
MO pounds.
Thursspent
Wm.
Johnson
Mr,
day with her sister, Mrs. Win. Pipkin.
Mrs. Claude Dodson is ill.
was taken ill
M.rs. Everett
Her condition became
last week.
steadily worse, so .Sunday she was
taken to the Baptist hospital in Clovis.
It is reported that she is im

Orchestra
The Ladies' Columbia Symphony
Orchestra which will appear ut the
Lyceum Theatre Friday, April 1st, is
one of the most unique orrhestras
which has ever appeared in the United
States or Canada. It hns a woman
conductor, Mme. Frances Knight, who
is a very distinguished musician, and
the entire personnel of
is '"i"'1' "l of young lady musicians,
TlKi'' program is a particularly
lu'ppy and versatile one, and includes
vocal selections by Genevieve Gilbert,
wpnino; dunces by Miss Dorothy Vol- key, ranging from Russian Ballet to
to Toe Dancing, each dance given in
gorgeous costume and with full orchestral accompaniment. The novelty proving.
instrumental numbers are also interMr. Cluud Dodson's sister from
esting, and the program is arranged Oklahoma is visiting here.
to please all classes of music lovers.
The Outlook Club
Those who know about the orchesThe Outlook Club met all day
tra consider Clovis lucky in having Wednesday, the 23rd with Mrs. Devthem appear hero, as heretofore they ers. It was a basket dinner affair.
have appeared only in the larger The ladies sewed and did fancy work
cities, and coming to Clovis only to during the day. Those who had brot
break their long jump to the coast. no sewing worked together on a dress
The orchestra travels in their own for Mrs. Devers. The dinner was exprivate sleeper, and are making their cellent and a jolly time was had.
first
tour, and have
Miss Louise Wills, the Red Cross
achieved splendid success everywhere nurse of Clovis, was the guest of hon
they have appeared.
or. She gave a talk on the Red Crass
Tin y will giv both a matinee am' work, explaining the short course in
evening performance here with a com- nursing in the home. A class was
plete change of program each per- formed which will hold its first meet
formance. The afternoon perform ing at the homo of Mrs. 0. E. Put
ance will be arranged to appeul par- tison, There are nine who have just
ticularly to the children, although old- joined the class. There may be fif
er folks will also find a great deal of teen. The class will meet once a
enjoyment in hearing it.
Wednesday
afternoons
week on

one enjoyed it was plain to be seen. talks made thut were not on the proBy their actions and conversion, such gram; also two on the program were
a regular old time "spread" wus a real lift off.
treat to the teachers. The community ladies felt well paid by the appreciation. There were all of 2".r perWe Sell
sons present anyway. The fact is,
twice that number could have beeii
fed as nearly every basket carri.'d
SKINNER'S
home half the amount of food brought
in it.
We would

The HiKhtit Grade Mncaroni,
Noodlei, and
olhcr Mutarcoi products.

gladly entertain another institute as soon as the tcuchi-care to return for the program was
enjoyed so much, tins is not merely
politeness but the honest thoughts
of the "cooks" and their husbands.
There were several speeches and

S;nhct!i,E(;(i

Temple's Grocery
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CHARLES RAY IN
you'll be giving off. Live your youth
"19 AND PHYLIS" over by seeing this bashful beau of
nineteen woo his Phylls through thick
k
Hat a Unique- Role Seen as
and thin and agninst a fat rival with
Youth in a Play of Puppy lots of money he only got
$18 a
Love
one of Hit Moat Delightful week. Please don't miss it, cause if
Characterisations.
you do you'll miss a dandy good time.
Also showing a two-reTooncrville
All aboard for a whirlwind dash Trolly
comedv vnn'vo o,.n tu ,i,i
through reels of comedy with Charles gki)per af the Tooncrvilo
Troy be.
Plug'in your fore come Have another laugh with
Ray at the controller.
seat tightly or you'll short circuit him. At the Lyccurr. Saturday night,
yourself with the electricity of laughs April 2nd. Try to get in.
Love-Struc-

With the stripe plus the plait,
designers are endlessly Ingenious. One
of the new skirts for spring is shown
above, made of material having a
plain stripe alternating with a checked
ono. lty means of box plaits th
checks are almost lost sight of.

ir

TilE CLOVIS NEWS,

THURSDAY,

accept a position in Texico with a
bcal bus'nest fi.m. Lonnie has the
distinction of being one that finished
in the shortest time.
The Baptist church is being repair
ed in a minor way. Broken windows
are being replaced by new ones and
ether necessary repairs 'are under

MARCH 31, 1921.
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way.
N. C. Cook and family of Arkansas

arrived at our little, city last week
with a view of locating near here. He
states thut others of his friends are
Mr. Cook says
coming 'west soon.
New Mexico looks god to him.
at
Elsie Cross (pent the week-en- d
returning- to heT school at
Pleasant Hill Sunday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. F. J. Doose are the
happy parents of an 8 pound girl
that arrived last Friday night.
We are slad to report that W. N,
Porter is able to be on duty again
after snendinc several days at Ama
rillo under Irr "are of an eye tpecial-is- t.
Mr. Porter came near losing one
eve. but It it doing nicely now.
Mrs. LaManse, who is representing
the W. C. T. U. movement, lectured
Wed.
to the citizens of
nesday night. She goes from here to
Cloris. thence to other New Mexico
points which are in the routing of her
continental tour.
Mrs. W. W4 Vinyard returned last
week from Dallas, Texas, where she
has been for the past few weeks for
her health. While away she also vis
ited relatives and old friends.
Nice little sand storm that we en
Just a typical
joyed Wednesday.
Why
New Mexieo spilng shower.
grieve over such little things, look
forward to the coming of summer in
all her (lory and splendor.
Watch for us again.
Arkansas Slim.

thank our friends and patrons for the
wonderful success of our big sale which we are just
closing. We had a big business, and sold a wonderful lot of furniture. The prices as well as the quality
of the goods we offered were attractive and every
purchaser we feel sure has secured real bargains.
We wish to

-

tad see our

:
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GIFTS THAT LAST

Texico-Farwe-

We have somctlung appropriate for most any
occasion. You can always find a gift worth while
here whether it he for birthday, wedding or any remembrance.

ll

Closes Saturday Night

I

Graduation Gifts
Hegin now to plan for your graduation present.
Commencement will soon be here. Let us help you
make a selection.

I

i
t
!

Denhor Jewelry Co.
REGISTERED OPTOMETRISTS

TEXICO NEWS BRIEFS

Some Easter spell we had. Made a
fellow scrable about for his old
clothes that he had discarded thinking
winter was over. It is probable that
most of the fruit was killed.
The city of Texico is awakening
from its long slumber. Our new mayor is arousing the spirit of real city
interests. At present the streets are
being filled and put in good condition.

j

NOTICE

'

Notice is hereby given that the undersigned was, on the 3rd day of
January, 1 if 21, appointed executor of
This will add to the city's needs.
the estate of Edward Lemoine, deI Just recently a fire station has been ceased, by Hon. A. L. I'hillips, Pro
completed and equipment has been
bate Judge of Curry County, New
purchased. This will be a much needed
Mexico.
feature.
Therefore,' all persons having
The district conference
of the cluima against said estate are hereMethodist Church, which is known as
by notified to file the same with the
the iloswcl! District, held its regular County Clerk of Curry County, withsession here last week, under the diin one year from date of this notice,
rection of Rev. J. C. Jones, presiding as provided by law, or the same will
elder. The occasion was one of be
forever barred.
much interest and was well attended.
W, H. BOWMAN,
Lonnie Colthnrp has returned from
Executor.
Tyler, Texas, where he has just comNews Classified Ads bring results.
pleted
business course. He will

SUMS

SHOES

Remember the Johnson Quality and Reputation is
Behind Everything Sold in this Store at Any Time.

Johnson Bros. Furniture

and Undertaking Co.

MEN

SHOES
CHILDREN

WOMEN

For Work

White Canviss

BlackandBrown

$2.95, $3.50

Pumps

En,ish Wa,kinS

$3.95

One Strap

Guaranteed

Colonial

All Leather

For Dress
$4.95 to $9.85

$1

Clean Sportsmanship and Hard Training Bring High Honor, to Member, of Batketball Team.

(From La Sesnlpha)
The prowess of Clovis High School
in basketball skill is
well l?nc.vn
throughout the state nnd in the Pan- handle. Its teams have nlwnj j given
a good account of
themselves and
have exemplified their school, and ad-- I
vertised their city. The notoriety ha?
come about in a natural w iv. 'l lie
boys have always played clean ath
letics; their coaches have neve.- - per- mitted anything else. No first team kl,tl)al
career early in his high school
boy has been a cigarette smoker and
work, and developed so rapidly that
...
mum.
vie ooys auenu cnurcn ana he became a peer among his
y
school. They take their play
matl.. His playing has always been
as semusly as their work. The
u.adyi am, hig amlracv at
hort
of Clovlg High have taken advantage '
,
a hurd
n(,c , a,m08t pi.,.f(,ct jIe
of opportunity early in their school p,ayi.r
und pel.hnps ,he cK,am,st pay.
,

zes

75
!

Oxfords

t0

$3.95 and$4.95

Dn

-

-

iiMsMMMHMBn

MiSS

this Lot

Real Va,ues

$3'50

See Our Windows for
Real Bargains

THE SURPRISE STORF i

.w)

Prices Always Lower

t

in the state. If he was ever known
to navv accidentally knocked his oppo-- !
nent down, he was as profuse in his
apologies, and as quick to assist, as
the most polite Frenchman could ever
hope to be. The little hop that has
ended so often in a count of two has
spelled defeat for many teams, lie
holds the high record of points for
the year, and naturally was selected
f jr the
center. He has never
consistently the
been
usually went to Clovis. With
f
his clean playing, his remarkable ac
curacy at basket throwing, he will no
doubt be much sought for by colleges
who desire high class athletics.
e

d

tip-of-

MSb"
T

IKE A VOLCANO in ao
tion, fire frequently bursts
without warning upon a
community. Only by sound insurance can you be indemnified
for the losses it may bring to

JLj

you.
The Hartford Fire Insurance
Company has stood between its
customers and losses for more
than a century. It will promptly
reimburse you for fire damage
if you buy its insurance protection. '
The Hartford's Fire Prevention Engineers . will help you,
through this agency, to remove
perils which cause fire,

The Stheurich Agency

10-4-

class-Sunda-

.to'

Boys Shoes

$5.50
JspTcTed

m

All-Sta-

Comfort
Army Shoes. ,

life. It is with pride that .the school future should he include basketball
can point to this year's remarkable in his college work. Then Janes, the
record. Ten games won and three midirct. the streak, the speed demon.
lost is as good a showing as any team the all that is fast turned loose, has
representative proved to be the fastest guard Clovis.
has made against
teams. Above nil this, however, is High ever had. Being a state record
The coaches at speedster on the cinder track, he has
another distinction.
the. state tournament selected three given the fans an exhibition of speed
He has
Clovis bays for their first and second that has been a revelation.
teams, No other team in the state kept the star forwards of many a
has this distinction.
Further than team practically scoreless, and all
this, two boys in Clovis High missed this in his second year. By the tiniu,
by a single point of being on the all- - he gets to be a Senior he will be so
state firjl Usam. But for this single! fast at his end of the football, baspuint Clovis High would have had: ketball or track, he has but to main-'..j
his record to land in the hall of
three first team men on thu
ami then for good measure, and for fame.
4
team work, the other two should be
EXPERIENCED Seamstress want
added to complete the machine.
sewing, prices reasonable.
Miss
Foreman
Firit Team Center.
p
Wendell Foreman begun his ba9-- Bohn, phone 287, 201 S. Axtcll.

STORE

SHOES

There is still

an opportunity to take advantage of bargains.

(0

THE

Saturday night.

Our sale closes

Second
and J6ne.
j
Team Forward and Guard.
Just a single point kept these twOj
boys out of the first team column. '
Kent Hunt has developed miraculous-- 1
ly. His floor work
worth the price
of admission. He is everywhere the
ball is whether In Clovis territory or
the opponents. His shots
or In any position,
ed,
re uncanny. He is a champion long- shut expert. His point record almost
equals that of Foreman in one less
game played. His free throwing won
the Fort Sumner game at the tournament. He shows his worth by comparative scores of the two games with
Pleasant Hill. Without him the score
was 24 to 25 In favor of Pleasant
Hill.
With him the score was 58 to
He, too, will
28 in favor of Clovis.
,give a good account of himself in the
Hunt

e

over-han-

under-hande-

Police notice
It is against the statutes of
New Mexico to take into custody any citizen caught doing the
following:
HOLDING UP the baby.
BIRBINC the hotel clerk for
a room.
PJCK1NK
cotton
peanuts.
ROBBING Peter to pay Paul.
STEALING a ki.s.
KILLINK time.
MURDERING a part.
STRIKING a balance.
BURNING candles.
FORGING ahead.
SMASHING the record.
POACHING egga.
TRESPASSING on good na-

ture.
RUSTLING leaves.
DIPING rolls in coffee.
SHOOTING the chutes.
CHEATING the undertaker.
TAKING offense.
BEATING carpets.
SWEARING off the taxes.
MOONSH1NGING
on the lake
BOOTLEGCING
a
vicious
dog.

BURGLARIZING
purse.

the

wife's

a
car
to
change tires.
GAMBLING on the green.
BREAKING into the office of
the Western Elevator Company
to get their prices on grain.

THE CL0VI3
OBOE

NEWS.
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POULTRY

'

FLOCKS

no

BEST BREED FOR CAP0NIZINQ

Dodge Brothers Cars
Traffic Trucks
Waterloo Boy Tractors

Rocks, Brahmas, Cochins, Langshana
Are Favored by
nd Wyandotte
Different Producers.
(Prepared

by the United States

feeding more
people than at any time we
have been In the restaurant
business in Clovis. There ia
Tcason for this. We are giving
our patrons the very best
service and plenty of good
things to eat.
We

4
4

Clovis, N. M.

44444444444444
44444444444444
Dr.
B. Westerfield

ane

J.

We have adopted

44

444444

new

El

4

Open All Night

4

Dr. C. L. McClellan
Physician and Surgeon
Office Over Mmlell'n
Residence, 014 N. Main St.
M.
CLOVIS.
4

General Blacksmithing

444444444
R. GIBSON

Cylinders

Re-Bore- d

DR. H.

OSTEOPATH
Treats oil diseases, both, acute
and chronic. Officei n building
on comer north of Fire Station.
Res. 390.
Office phone

Satisfaction

Guaranteed

DISTRIBUTE

Clovis, New Mexico.

4444444444444444 Kentucky Iron Works
4

&

Boydstun, Props.

The News Clussilied ada gut results

1,'iw York Sun: "Cun you recommend n good book for a beginner ut

plucky Tiger
"Vi''"-Jf, k.,
i
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,HOt,t

WHO KNOW.

Positively eradicates

corrects fcie-- 1
o,al:s 8ots f:,ilinor hoir
trlt!:iluatra,
prumotuBltiruriantrrowth
Krautv, hrnl.h ucti;n inmcilute and
fc
y certain, StorMy-Ruc- k
GuursnU'ij.
AteruciItU nd b.rbir.)r atnd 1M
1
tor tcnarout timptt.
"
q 1.TJCST TIGM CO..
CUT, Me.
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Knt

313 West Otero

poker?"
"Certainly.
hook

that

I don't know of any
will be more useful to you

than a check book."
After proviifg himself a great musician and a great statesman,
has given another proof of
l.iu im.nlni.ja in t,,f nut HIT tt IW't tff
the movies.
Anririllo Daily News and the Clovis
News for $7.20 a year.

44,4,.Kt4444444444444444444444444444444444

NOTICE!

I

A proper Nhnre of the cost for re
placing old farm buildings should be
charged against the farm Income each
P,uildlngs may be constructed
year.
to last for list years, or they may
stand only a third of that time. If
the cost of replacement Is not charged
Into the yearly accounts the whole
bill will appear against the income for
a single year.
Iiepieclation ciiarges
machinery,
for buildings,
or other
farm eiiiiiaent are merely a method
for distributing these costs over the
period nf years In which the equipment Is In actual use.

DETAILS OF NONLAYING

HEM

Knowledge of Little Points Not Absolutely Necessary for Profitable
Job of Culling.
While there are many little detnlls
ronnected with the build and fifrm of
the iionlaying
hen 'that are well
worth knowing, many of which require some study and practice, a
knowledge of these detnlls Is not
absolutely necessary for a fairly good
and paying Job of culling the farm

PE-RU-N-

A
WIIKn0wn and Rellabl

Coughs, colds, nasat catarrh, stomach and bowel troubles among tho
most common diseases due to catarrhal conditions.
A very dependable remedy after
protracted sickness the grip or Spun-Is- h
Flu.

PE RU N. is a good medicine to
have on hand for emergencies.
So'l liirjsbin
rii!itstrllttf
!N USE UFTY YEARS

44444444444444444
4

CAMERON NEWS

4

4

444444444444444
ago the writer was

Ed McD.mH'l, who operaies Ed's Restaurant at
Melrose lias taken charge of the Antlers Hotel din- in;,' room and will serve three good mcais a uay,
family style, at reasonable rates. Give hhn a trial.

I

CARD OF THANKS.

I

I
I

We wish to thank our friends and
neighbors for their many acts of kind
ness tu us during the illness nnd death
of aur son and loved one.
Mr. and, Mrs. F. M. Groves and
family,
Mr. and Mrs F. A. Dilliner.
Asa Lyman.
Nowadays, no woman is too young
for a job nor too old far a love affair
and as long as she has these two,
she will never wither, mould or
ncli'ifv.
News Classified Ads hring results.

444444444444444444444444
We Sell

r,
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SKINNER'S

ROUP

IS

MOST DESTRUCTIVE

In

I

I

ESDI

jgtBMBBKBSamSBa

The Football Sar
is the
You know of a young man woo, until recently, has hnd perfect health. He is an athlete nnd
He is not we!', now.
idol of the football team. He has had many falls, but ws never badly injured
his kidneys; hns on appetite;
At thirty years of age he begins to complain of pains In the region of Yau
may tell him he has disis restless at nights, and cannot concentrate his mind on his business.
placements and pressure on nerves that is causing the trouble. He lnughs and tells you it cannot be,
as he never had an injury in his life.
possibly a
Here is the trouble: Many times while at his sports, he fell nnd was run over by
course they were not noticed
but
of
displacements,
slight
He
received
plavers.
other
dor.cn
half
inpinged become irritable j nerves that extend
at the time. As years passed the nerves that have been
kidneys, liver, brain, etc. are impinged and are cpusinfr those parts to be abnormal. Ho cauld
stand it for a t me, but now it ia more than he cine? to bear,
good reHave this man coi.sult a Chiropractor. It is just such cases as these that are receiving
sults ull over this country today through Chiropractic adjustments.
soon as the first
Do not delay. Save HEALTH and MONEY by having such cases attended to
symptoms appear.
to-hi-s

Is Usually Caused by Draft
Poultry House and by Lack

of Fresh

one of the most disastrous
diseases the poiilirymnn has t, coin-ba- t,
Is

Ed McDaniell

usually

drafts In
and lack of pure nlr.
enu-e-

Hip henhouse
I'A'cry crack should

S. J. WRIGHT, D. C.

Air.

Roup,

d

by

he closed, If It allows the ii Ir to blow over the roosts.
Also an opening near the top should
4 he provided, so that the. Impure tlr
may escape.

4

4
infew weeks
The Higheit Grade Macaroni,
4
formed that R. H. Dell, who was well
Noodles,
end 4
4 Spaghetti, Egg
4
known here, having led in the singing
U
proaucia.
oiner
iriecerom
classes of Blair and New Hope, had
4
4
died in in a hotel In Dallas, Texas, and
Plains Buying & Selling
stated same in this paper. Mr. Bell
Association
left the Ranger oil field ubout three
4
Try a Clovis News Classified Ad.
weeks ago, traveled by team, and ar14
rived at the home of Mr. Hubble last Phone us. No. 97.
4444444444444444444444444

Disease

Serve Fish Every Friday.
Chicken Every Sunday.

4444444444444444444444444444

Thursday night.
Isaac Huhn has been quite sick for
the pust week.
Another snow storm visited us Sun- clay afternoon
and night, hut the
warm sun Monday melted it off.
There wus an egg hunt nt the home
of J. L. Hammon and idso J. V. Fryur
Sunday afternoon.
Miss Clesta HeUlcy is on the sick
list this wuek.
Alpina llurnham accompanied Lulu
I.nhhan home from scluol Thursday
night.
The election of the officers nnd
teachers of the New Hope Su'"'.'"
Sunday morning.
school was held
Those elected were, Superintendent,
It, A. Lowe; uss't. Supt, H. L. Caugh-ran- ;
secretiiry, I.uln Lohban. The
teachers are H. L. Caughran, Klla
Edna Johnston, and Yola Johnston.
A baby girl came int.1 the home of
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Frynr the last
of the week.
Mrs. Lohban and Mrs. Morrison
were among those nt the mill Satur
day.

,

flock.

I

complications.

A

LESSONS ARE EXPENSIVE

44444444444444

Tho mucous membranes throughout the body are subject to catarrhal
congestion resulting in many serious

BUILDING COSTS

Proper Share of Expense for Replacing Old Buildings Should Be
Charged to Income.

Eye, Ear, Note and Throat, 4
of Roswetl, N. M., will be in Clo- - 4
vis at the Baptist Hospital from
the 4th to the 8th of each month.

4
4
4

t

Burton

Many Ills Due To Catarrh

Even In cold weather fowls should
have cooil ventilation and fresh air,
and this sometimes leads to frostbitten combs and wattles. The e are not
particularly serious If looked after
properly, hut If neglected may ruin
the fowl's appearance, as well as
cause unnecessiiry suffering.
Breeds with large combs need especially good attention. The best cure
Is to apply an ointment made of lard
two ounces, quinine one ounce and
kerosene three ounces, melted together and thoroughly mixed. The ointment should be rubbed gently on the
flfeeted parts once dally for several
weeks, or until the parts become normal.

Lathe Work

4

m

Beet Remedy Is Mixture of Lard,
Quinine and Kerosene, Melted
and Mixed Together,

Disc Rolling

4444
DR. T. E. PRESLEY

U 1I0H Mortgage too

WHEN FOWLS' COMBS FREEZE

4
4

4

4

PROMPT SERVICE.

YOURS FOR SERVICE

Later, crosses between

the I.lirhl l'.nihina and the Barred or
While riyuioiitb Itock beeaine quite
popular, while nt present pure Ilarrml
and White I'lyaiouth Rocks are perhaps most widely used.

af-

Talk to us about your next insurance policy, farm loan or
'
real estate deal.

itt iik

for roosters.

44444444444
4

el vii

goods in same? Can you

use in our loan and real estate business

of yellow skin and Ions.
The I.aiigshiin Is Inrge and Is easily
operated upon. The Cornish Is prob-abl- y
most useful ns n cross with some
of the oilier breeils, I hereby linprov
meat without materialJiitf tliebn-as- t
ly reiliielni; the size of the fowl.
In .Massachusetts
the Hruhinn was
foriaerly the most popular bleed because of tin di'imind for Iiitkc birds
it

0

ford to do without insurance at this price? '
We do not expect to Vrite all the insurance in Clovis by any
means. We do hope to get some of it and EVERY LITTLE BIT.
HELPS and our motto in writing insurance will be the same we

the Operation.
Orpingtons also
imike Hue capons,. hut the white legs
Hiid skin are somewhat of a disadvantage in tills enuiilr.v.
ltl'iiliinns n ml t'nelilns ioss('sfS good
dlze. Some breeders claim that Ilrah-inn- s
are dllllcillt to opernle ill"1" i
I'lymoulh Itocks
nihci'.t deny this.
and Wyiinilottes are somewlint smaller, but sell readily and possess tin

pol-

insurance pays the bill on either city residence or farm dwelling
houses antl less than one cent per day for $100.00 pays the insurance on brick buildings or stocks

Performing

Ogg&Boss Cafe

,
J. WRIGHT
Chiropractor
Over Farmers State Bank
Hours ! a. ni. to 5 p. in.
Phono 34'J

If everyone stopped to figure just how cheap they could
carry insurance, no one would carry their own risk against fire.
Do you know that less that
cent per day for each $100.00

crosses of these,

the wheat haulers a chance to
get something to eat no matter
how late they are in getting in
at night or how early they want
to get out in the morning.

CHIROPRACTOR
1 13'a South Main
Street
Phone 101

S--.

biles, threshing machines and live stock. '

i

21

OPEN ALL NIGHT

Dr. C. 0. WARRINER

ATTORNEYATLAW
Practices in all courts
Clovi. N. M.

ness houses, stocks of goods, dwellings, farm houses, automo-

'

icy of keeping our restaurant
open all night. This will give

WALTER W.MAYE3

1

now

jos-sib-

Physician and Surgeon
, 4
Office 110' j N. Main St.
Res. 209
Office Phono 231.

4

-

one-hal- f

THOMAS W. JONES

4

!

We now write fire, lightning, and tornado insurance on busi-

a..r"lr

Real Service!

4444444444444444
4444444444444444
Veterinarian
Otero Street

iiill Mep
.

Dr. W. M. Lancaster

200 West
'hone 4.i

j

(p

Depart-nie-

(loos not pay to capon I ze small fowls.
Yellow legs and skin, as In other
classes of poultry, are moat popular.
Plymouth Hocks, Light Rrnhnms, Cochins, Cornish, Lnngshnns and Wyandotte are all recommended by different producers, an are also various

Skarda Motor Co.
4

nff

ot Axrlculture.)
In selecting the breed best salted for
cnpnnlzing, several factors must be

taken into consideration, say poultry
specialists of the United States Department of Agriculture. Large capons bring the best prices. Consequently the breed should be large. It

PHYSICIAN and SURGEON
Clovit, New Mexico
Office Over MumMl's
Phone No. 157

f wmnj

I

Graduute of National College of Chiropractic, Chicago. Class of 1914.
Room 2, Farmers State Bank BulldingTelephone 846, Clovis, New Mexico.
Sttndajs by appointment.
9
Office Hours: :00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
N. B.

Rtid "How Chronic

Dieeases

Are Cured" in this paper next weok.

THE CL0VI3 NEWS,
BOYS'
LOCUST

CLUB HANDLE
(CHAUTAUQUA

FOR 1921

GROVE LCJCALS

FAIRFIELD FACTS

The Rumlull County Boys' Club has

contracted to handle the Chautauque
during the coming summer. The con
cold
hud
Easter
some
spell
sure
We
tract was signed Saturday afternoon
but it didn't keep us from having an
with the White & Myers Company,
large
crowd
of
young
A
hunt.
eirc
gathered
children
at the this bving the Chautauqua which has
folks and
appeared in Canyon during the past
home (if MiHB Florle Mahaffy. They
five years.
and
hunted
eggs.
the
game8
played
The program is said to be excepThen candy eggs, and rabbits were
tionally
strong this year and the boys
around.
jwssed
jhlr. and Mrs. J. E. Randol visited are going to offer a great treat to
the people of Randall County.
Ut T. J. Randol'g Sunday.
The date for the Chautauqua has
Dsuglpi
of
Muleshoe,
Maudie
Mrs.
been announced, but will be benot
who has been very.sick for the past
tween the dates of July 10 and Aug.
brought
to
mothweeks,
was
her
two
7th. Randall County News.
er's, Mrs. Frank Vaughn, but not getting any better, she was taken to the
IMPROVE THE FLOCK.
hospital Monday morning. We
Clovis
nre hoping for her immediate recovery.
Mr. P. M. Owens, who has recently
concrete storage tank,
made him
hud the misfortune of getting one
vhole side torn into pieces.

The state and county agents of the
Farm Bureaus, made some jnterest- inug talks at the school house Satur
day evening.
Sam Randol made a business trip to
Clovis Monday.
.Misses Florie Mnhaffey and Gladys
liandol, Messrs. Cuss Percilly and
.lames Alloy were cullers at the J. E.
Uanrlul home Sunday evening.
Miss Dovie Tay!oi visited home
folks Sunday afternoon.

KNOW IT WELL
Familiar Features Well Known 13
Hundred of Clovii Citizens.
A finniliitr burden in many u home,
The burden of a "bad back."
A lame, a weak or an aching back
Often tells you of kiilliey ills.
loan's Kidney Tills are for weak
, diieys.
Ask your neighbor.
Hero is frooil testimony to prove it.
.1. P. Voyle.1, farmer, Portales, N.
M'1., says: "I know Down's Kidney
Tills are a good kidney medicine and
About
m glad to reennmend them.
veauK ,.ir n.v kidiievn wen. nut of
rder. There was a heavy, dull, bear- ing down pain that never seemed to
case up, right across the small of my
I sure felt all out of order
back.
when I began using l'oan's Kidn y
Tills. I took this medicine off and on
for some time and it strengthened me
up."
COc, at all dealers.
7
Co., Mfgrs., Buffalo, N. Y.

l,

Fastcr-Milbur-

n

g
.Girls may shut their eyes while
kissed, as a scientist avers, but
you betcha they don't when it comes
to selecting the engagement ring.

J
SKINNER'S
The Highest Grade Macaroni,
and
Spaghetti, Egg Noodle,
other Macaroni products.

Sullivan's Grocery and
Market

THURSDAY, MARCH 31, 1921.
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Condensed Statement of the Condition of

THE

School Notas.

Honor Roll: First Grade Pearl
Curtis and Hester Ingram.
Second Grade Juanita Cook, J. D.
Harding, Jessie Burnett and Alice
Phillips.
Of Clovis, New Mexico
Annette Waller,
Third Grade
Mary D. Phillips, Laura Burnett and
As made to the Comptroller of the Currency at the close of busiAlice Harpold.
ness, Monday, February 21, 1921.
Fourth Grade Bertha Martin.
RESOURCES
LIABILITIES
Fifth Grade Alda White, Bessie
Runnels.
Capital Stock
Loans and discounts
$393,840.20
I 50,000.00
Seventh Grade Irene Waller.
Surplus Fund
30,000.00
67,099.13
Bonds
Eighth Grade King Runnels and
Stock in Federal Reserve
Circulation
25,000.00
Kirk Runnels.
2,392.65
Bank, 50 of subscripUndivided Prifits
Second Year Hign School Ray2,400.00
61,162.73
tion
mond Boone.
5
Redemption acct
415,104.48
DapotiU
2,650.00
"Why not build up your reputation
The parents met at the school house
Banking House
21,000.00
and that of your community by rais Wednesday morning where they en7,478.05
Furniture and Fixtures..
ing chickens all of one type and color? joyed the morning exercises and prac
168.00
War Saving Stamps
Nearly everyone will admit that hogs ticed some Ko.er songs.
and Sight Exchange 98,114.38
and cattle of a single breed will grow
Mr. T. A, Boone has been plowing
Over 23rr the law requires
and sell better than do herds of mixed in Texas.
b t 10-- .
quality and color. Then, why should
The Fairfield Boys' and Girls' Club
not this hold true of chickens? The met at the school house Wednesday
TOTAL
$583,649.76
$583,049.76
TOTAL
difficulty of judging the value of a at noon. The club leaders were prescorrect.
statement
is
above
The
chicken as a breeder is perhaps the ent; rules were read and officers were
chief reason," says the Poultry Spec- elected.
We had our regular literary exerialist of the Agricultural College.
A good plan is to follow the lead of cises Friday night at the church house.
a reputable breeder who trap nests Mr. R. A. Palm, the countv superin
your favorite variety. Buy cRgs from tendent and Mr. Stratton of the caun- him by the setting or by the hundred, ty board of education, were present
Mrs, 'ora Day of Texas is visiting Miss Beatrice Fry; all of Clovis.
44-ilock. The "' wri made us a talk. We appre- and start your
"icy were with
heavy bretda should be hatched in
her folks Mr. and Mrs. Kemper and
PLEASANT HILL ITEMS
Miss I.ill:an May taught a course in
willing to do anything
!
February nml March and the lighter 113 nnl a
family this week.
B. Y. P. U. manuals this 'veck-Onl- y
the
!,.....,! in Aniil mwl fiiNt nf M.iv. do. they can for us.
(Received too lut for last issue)
Mr. Marshall wag leader of the B.
a very small number attended.
mgn
scnooi hoys and girls were
"i'
pending upon the length of the grow- The basketball boys who left fjr V. P. U. Sunday night. Ho had a
hoiw-bnc- k
riding Saturday evening,
Roy Kaemper who swallowed tt
Mr.
ing season. Keep the chicks growing
Albuquerque for the tournament on nice program prepared hut on account
Som of tll(! '6l!' People of this
after thev hatch.' The time of hutch- Tuesday morning the 15th, have re- of the weufher not n very large crowd Woodman's half dollar, is all right.
ing and the vigorous growth of the community were at the picture show turned. They did not return as chum- - ,,was present.
There was a special
Several from this place are going
chicks are ns important factors us is at Clovis Saturday night.
pions but they received the thi.d ,uet rendered Ky Mrs. Johnson and to the shows in Clovis often.
On
account
of
the
weather
bad
the breeding in improvement of the
place 'which is rather good Tor only Miss IU rnice Fry accompanied hy
Slim Jim.
Sunday the Easter exercises have
flock.
j'a minor team. Only two, Albuuuer- been postponed until next Sunday.
que and Alamogordo. received thn
The second year is the critical time.
two places ahead of us. The boys
I)o not change breeds and add
POlNTERS WORTH KNOWING
went through in Mr. Lester Colwell's
color to your flock, because
IN THE BUSINESS WORLD
c
and Mr. Harry Hurgate's autos,
some acquaintance has been selling
vvat four in the morning und arlhl"1 vo"
lac" yur
(From La Sesnlpha)
and 214 S. Main Street.
,n a separate yam ior bcv
s
If you have to manicure your nails riving at Albuquerque at eight that
.
.
eral spring numins and sei enongn ,. f ;x your hllir aftVr K,,uin(f to y(mr night. Lester had only twelve puncOPEN DAY AND NIGHT
ggs so mat me mixed hock may ue wo,.k n(1 0 (,ut
jt jg becalm, vou tures and Harry four. All the bays
'
Telephones Day 67; Night 14 and 203
enjoyed their trip. For further indisposed of before the next breeding are not getting .up early enough.
Each year the males could
season.
Just because the boss places res formation about them and their trip,
ask them.
be secured from the same breeder. He ponsibility on you,
do not get the
Mr.Jerry Black'well and Mr.Douglas
should have several lines or families
you
swell head and think
can boss
AMBULANCE SERVICE
By following
Jerrel
of this place attended the trac
to avoid
the rest of the bunch. A good boss
tor school at Clovis which was held
some such plan, it should be an easy is never bossy.
C. V. STEED,
on Monday and Tuesday of last week.
matter ta double the . yield of eggs, in
.
...
good
A
.
personal
appearance
on
the
mi
Remember, everybody, that Easter
a few years,
ine nsK oi inirouuc- - part of employes
112
never yet drove Sunday is here and it is our missioning contagious white diarrhea or othaway
any
business.
ary program. Come out and hear it.
er diseases into your flock is less
If ypur memory is poor, instead of
when any new blood comes from the
bemoaning the fact, dig in and
,
same source.
it with proper training.
A
poor memory is little more than a
A .CLOSE OBSERVER.
habit, anyway.
A farmer was showing a friend
Nobody is going to drag you out
over the farm. "How many sheep do of your present job, and force you
you think arc in that flock!" he asked. into something higher.
You must
all
The visitor considered a minute do your own climbing, so get about
it as soon as you can.
and then replied "about 500."
Develop your initiative. Initiative
The farmer was astonished. "Absolutely correct, he declared. "Haw is the power to go ahead and develop
plans and carry them out without havdid you do it?"
"Well, I just counted the legs and ing to be pulled and hauled along.
When you are given a task to do,
divided by four," the guest explained.
take the responsibility for it. Go
Sonio people tuke themselves ser- ahead with it, and don't Btop ta bothiously because na one else is willing to er the boas with questions every
little while. Use your judgment.
lake them at all.

Clovis National Bank

...

Ch

W. C. ZERWER, Cashier

pure-bre-

;1,4,4.44.4.l.t4,4.tt

d

"it

-

leav-hom-

W

-

Clovis Furniture & Undertaking Co.

1

208-210-21-

lnre-iired-

2

Manager

Undertaking Parlors

Scarcity of help brings the
housewife face to face with
doing her own housework.
This is easily done at a great
saving of time and labor
with an

r

mi

West Grand Ave.

I

l

J. nn

a W

i

AEC0WMS
Vacuum Cleaner

3Wrs

(Mh by Aanrictn

A Small Case Thresher and Tractor
.This.ls the Ideal outfit for the man
who wants to be independet.t and do
his own threshing, and other belt
iand drawbar work, exactly when he
wants to, without waiting.
.We picture a Case 8 Kerosene"
Tractor and a Case 20x28 Thresher.
The tractor will handle all farm machinery requiring belt power up lo
t rated capacity.
plow
It will pull easily a
2 J9 S fcchei deep, or an

22-sh-

.

ot

D. F.

it

ot

10-1-

.

binder, a
grain drill, a
dion spike tooth harrow, an
double-actio- n
disc harrow or a large
.manure spreader.
For belt and field work, this small
Case Tractor cannot be equalled. A
Case Thresher is equally superior.
Case Machinery has been fassus Iui:
36 years.
Let us tell you how yotl can decrease the hard work on your fann.
.with Case machinery.

SniNN,

Rtditlot Company)

Ten minutes' work with an ARCO
WAND does more real cleaning
than an hour with duster, brooms
and cloths. Buying an ARCO
WAND i3 a wise and profitable
investment.
Easily put in old or new homes,
apartments, hospitals, factories,
hotels, etc., and will outlast the
building. Costs about a penny a
day to run. Sold on easy payments.

kill

I

FP

1

I
II

ii

i
i

Let u tell yoa aoout the
Arco Wand and what the

cost

woill be for

your building.

1

Arc

m
W4 sjtMhin
IMmint

piMMIDtM
A (iMtian

run
unpif

flr.

f

I

t
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AT THE NEW STATE AUTO CO.
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THE CLOVIS NEWS.
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commissioners--

Be it remembered at a special

mee't-in-

nine

s

of the Board of County Commissioners hold on the 28th duy of Miirch,
1921, at the County Clerk's office in
Curry County, New Mexico, the
were present and prcsidini?:
John D. Fleming, Chairman.
J. W. Manning, Commissioner.
Daniel Boone, County Clerk.
Whereas, the Board deemed it urgent and expedient to determine the
procedure for the appointment of
Road Supervisors for the specific
road districts hereinafter set forth
in accordance with Section 3 of Senate Hill Number 127 recently passod
by the legislature and duly adapted
by the Board of County (nimission-rrs- ,
which is in the following figures
uid words,
"The Board of County Comniission-vr- s
of any county in this state may,
by resolution duly adopted at any
regular meeting of such Board, divide
their county into road districts composed of two or more' contiguous
school districts and may appoint a
district road supervisor (hereinafter
called road supervisor) for each of
uch road districts, provided that no
person shall he appointed to the office
of road supervisor for any road district unless his name has been proposed by a petition signed by at least
twenty-fivof the residents of such
road districts who have paid a road
iind bridge tux in such road district
luring the pieceeding year, and the
work of ':onstniction of county roads
mid bridges in such road district shall
lie under the direction and control of
the road supervisor of such district,
and such supervisor subject to the approval of the Hoard of County Commissioners of his county, shall purchase the road equipment, materials
mid supplies for his district."
It is further ordered that certain
school districts hereinafter set forth
shall constitute Road liistricts, unless
otherwise changed or provided for by
the Board of County Commissioners
nnd that they are declared and classified in the following manner,
Fifty-eigSchool Districts
and
Sixty-fou- r
constitute lioad District
Number One.
School Districts Sixty and
e
constitute Road District Nume

t:

Sixty-cigh-

ber

Districts

Road
District
constitute
Number Three,
Forty-School Districts Thirty-eigh- t,
and Forty-seve- n
constitute
Road District Number Four.
GRAND AVE
GRAND AVE
Twenty-eSchool Districts Forty-fivTwenty-five
ight
constitute
and
AND
AND
.
Road District Number Five.
MITCHELL ST.
MITCHELL ST.
School Districts Fourteen, Sixteen
"THE PRICE IS THE "THING"
and(Twelve constitute Road District
Number Six.
School
Districts Fifty-fiv- e
and.
Road
Thirteen constitute
District
Number Seven.
School ' Districts Seven, Two and
District NumThree constitute
ber Eight.
WE OFFER SPECIAL REDUCTIONS AND HAVE A GOOD REPRESENTATIVE STOCK FOR
School Districts Thirty-fou- r
and
YOU TO SELECT FROM
Forty-thre- e
constitute Road District
Number Nine.
School Districts One and Eleven
constitute Road District Number Ten.'
TOILE DU NORD
AMOSKEAG UTILITY
DRESS GINGHAMS
School Districts Twenty and Twenty-patsolids,
plaids and stripes;
In
About 1000 yards of this well
11
One lot consisting of
constitute Road District Numknown gingham in all the latest
terns, about 400 yards,, all plaids, all the very latest patterns.
ber Eleven.
School Districts Five and Ten confast eolor 27 iwhes wide.
PER YARD 27c
stitute Road District Number Twelve.
YARD
Uc
PER YARD 19c
conSchool Districts Four and Nine
stitute Road District Number ThirRED SEAL ZEPHYRS
teen,
TISSUE
We haV(l ,)Ut f(,w ,mttmij, of
APRON CHECKS .
It is further ordered by the Board
Beautiful patterns of the tin- (J
Jot, ,
haw ftnd win
lWs llx,.t.ll(IIlt
that the residents of the several Road
Districts above declared and set out,
offered at
i
shall select their appointee on the first
PER YARD 23c
Monday in April, A. D. 1021, at the
PER YARD 13c
PER YARD 73c
time of holding school elections, by
election or petitions, or may elect a
chairman and clerk who may certify
to the Board of County Commissioners that the appointee was duly elect
per cent of the
ed by twenty-fiv- e
BUNGALOW APRONS FOR 79c EACH. YOU CANNOT BUY THE MATERIAL T THIS PRICE
residents of such road district.
LET ALONE THE LABOR. AN INSPECTION INVITED.
And it is further ordered that the
petitions or certificates from the said
petitioners or boards be obtained and
be presented to the Board of County
GRAND AVENUE AND
GRAND AVENUE AND
Commissioners on Tuesday, April 5th,
A. D. 1921, for confirmation..
MITCHELL STREET
MITCHELL STREET
It is ordered that the Commission"THE PRICE IS THE THING"
er's Court do adjourn until Monday,
April 4, 1921.
JOHN D. FLEMING,
iMimmi imi tmm 1Ca
Chm Board of County. Commissioners
Attest:
vjl, but Lewis was not in possession of
New Mexico.
NOTICE OF SUIT.
Daniel Boone, County Clerk.
the combination. Panhandle authoriand to cause said land to be sold to
State of New Mexico to A. G. Craw- satisfy said note and judgment and
ties are searching for the bandits, but
PANHANDLE OPERATOR
ford, Defendant, Greeting:
that unless you plead in said cause on
IS HOLD-UVICTIM so far they have not been
You arc notified that W. E. Mc- or before the fith day of May, 1021,
Lewis Lester, night operator of the
Neill has begun a suit against you in judgment by default will be taken
When I drove 75 miles across a Ideal Playground i Within One Day's
Santa Fe at Panhandle, Texas, was
against you and said land will bo
the District Court of Curry County,
held up by two masked men early prairie in a buckboard to see my first
sold; that the attorney for plaintiff
Ride By Motor. Should Appeal
New Mexico, in Cause No. 17.10, and is A. W. Hockeiiluill of Clovis, New
Tuesday morning, and the cash horseless buggy, I did not expect to
To Town of the Panhandle'.
drawer was robbed of $40.48. The spend the rest of my life dodging authat the general objects of said ac- Mexico.
robbers appeared at the window, or- tomobiles." said an El Paso old timer.
Witness my hand and seal of said
Clovis has joined the procession tion arc to foreclose a veal estate
dered Lewis to throw up his hands,
of southwestern communities that mortgage, executed by you, the plain- Court at Clovis, New Mexico, this
and one of them crawled through the
News Classified Ads bring results. are actually developing or contemtiff, to secure a note for $500.00 up- 23rd day of March, 1021.
window.
They ordered the safe open- Try a C'ovis Newt Classified Ad.
(SEAL)
DANIEL BOONE, plate development of civic camping on the following real estate:
County
Clerk and
Southwest
or summer house sites on Kutional
and Northof the District Court.
Fori sts in the west part of the state. west
and Southeast
Fifty-tw- o

jiceeoiik

Two.
School

THURSDAY, MARCH 31, 1921.

Sixty-on-

e

and

A.B.Austin&Co.

National Gingham VggK, April 4tli to April

lltli

d

One

GluuiiAm

W
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Special for Saturday, April 2nd

A. B. AUSTIN
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NIFTY TOGS

I

oAdrninistrcitions

tpr&. -

fen

of the

Clovis

IB
'tip

.Boy
IT THE TIME TO FIT THE BOY OUT
WITH THE NIFTIEST TOGS ON THE MARKET.
AND THEY'RE REASONABLY PRICED,
NOW

.

COM-FORATBL- E

AND STYLISH.
WE HAVE A COMPLETE LINE OF "XTRA-G00D- "
SUITS, AND THE LATEST BLOUSES,
SHIRTS, UNDERWEAR AND CAPS.
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Secretary D. VV. Jones of the Clovis
of the Southwest
More than 200 restaurants in
Chamber of Commerce, was a recent 'of Section 3.ri, in Township 4 North Great-e- r
New York arc owned and
visitor at headquarters of the District of Range 34 East, Curry County, run by Chinese
Fon ster for the Southwestern Dis
trict to start the ball rolling on a
Clovis community camp in the Pecos
region on the Santa Fc Forest in
Northern New Mexico.
After considering various localities, the Pecos, a famous summer camping and
fifhing region, was selected k meeting most ideally the requirements of

f

m

people.

From Clovis the proposed area is
distant but ore day's travel by automobile over graded state highways
by way of Fort Sumner and Santa
Rosa, reaching' the
highway west of Las Vegas thence
up the Pecos leaving this highway
at Glorietta on the main line of the
Santa Fe Railway. The case in getting to this entrancing summer va
cation region from Clov's leads the
Clovis people to' believe that other
nearby towns, particularly in the Texan Panhandle
Lubbock, Farwell-Tex-icPlainview and Tul'a, will come in
with Clovis people nnd make the development of wider scope than by
limiting it to Clovis people. By including these other towns the proposed recreation area takes on the aspect
of a regional federated affair rAther
than a strictly localized one and it
is expected that the development will
thus serve a large group of congenial
people having much of interest in
common.
Tho initial step in this project will
be a pilgrimage under the direction
of the Clovis Chamber of Commerce,
from Clovis to the Pecos whee forest
officers wil. meet the party and help
select a site' somewhere on the river
or its many attractive side canyons
that will be allotted under a permit
specifically as a camping place for
the communities interested. An area
of several acres will ho selected for
the comrtiunity center with ample sur
roundings for temporary tent camps.
Tributary to the community area will
be a nearby area divided into small
summer home lots that will be rented
on long term permit and at a small
annual charge to thosu people desiring to build permanent summer
to which they will return year
after year,
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duy more men arc' demanding to
the family history of their shirts

know that of their other clothes.
They want to tic up with winners. They arc
scrapping their cab horses for "
They arc choosing Eagle Shirts as the most sat- isfactory they know
choosing them for their
handsome, exclusive patterns; for the way they
hug the shoulders and drape to the waist; the
quality air of their tailoring; the centre plait
finished to the end of the skirt; the
front that can't gap.
If you, feel the need of a new shirt administration, we'll be glad to give you the other
reasons why you should switch to Eagle Shirts.
Man-o'-Wars- ."
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